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(54) Road configuration estimation apparatus, computer program, and road configuration 
estimation method

(57) There is provided a road configuration estima-
tion apparatus that precludes influences of erroneous de-
tection of an object and erroneous still determination and
estimates a road configuration.

A radar (peripheral object observation device) 110
repeatedly observes a relative position of an object rel-
ative to the moving object, which is located in the vicinity
of a moving object. A stationary object identification unit
(stationary object determination unit) 130 determines
whether or not the object the relative positions of which
have been observed by the radar 110 is still. A road ap-

proximate curve temporary computation unit (object cor-
relation unit) 140 determines a plurality of the relative
positions of an identical object observed by the radar 110
from among the relative positions observed by the radar
110. A road approximate curve main computation unit
(approximate curve computation unit) 160 computes an
approximate curve that approximates the configuration
of a road on which the moving object is located, based
on a result of the determination by the stationary object
identification unit 130 and a result of the determination
by the road approximate curve computation unit 140.
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Description

Technical Field

[0001] The present invention relates to a road configuration estimation apparatus that estimates a configuration of a
road on which a moving object is located.

Background Art

[0002] There is provided a device that estimates a configuration of a road, based on a result of observation by a
camera or radar that monitors a running direction of a moving object. While a stationary object such as a delineator or
a guardrail is present at a road edge, no stationary object is present on the roadway of the road. For this reason, when
the position of the stationary object is known, the configuration of the road may be estimated.

Related Art Documents

[0003]

[Patent Document 1] JP Patent Application Publication JP-2001-250197A
[Patent Document 2] JP Patent Application Publication JP-2007-66047A

Summary of Invention

[0004] An observation device such as radar may observe an object that is not actually present due to an influence of
noise, a multipath, or the like. Further, a moving object such as a preceding vehicle may be present on a road. Thus, it
is necessary to make distinction between a stationary object and the moving object. When accuracy of distinction is low,
the moving object may be erroneously determined to be the stationary object.
The present invention has been made to solve the above-mentioned problem, for example. An object of the invention
is to preclude influences of erroneous detection and erroneous determination, thereby enhancing reliability of an ap-
proximate curve that approximates a road configuration.
[0005] A road configuration estimation apparatus of the present invention includes:

a relative position acquisition unit, a stationary object determination unit, an object correlation unit, and an approx-
imate curve computation unit; wherein
the relative position acquisition unit obtains a result of an observation by a peripheral object observation device, the
peripheral object observation device repeatedly observing a relative position of an object relative to a moving object,
the object being located in the vicinity of the moving object;
the stationary object determination unit determines whether or not the object the relative position of which have
been observed by the peripheral object observation device is still, based on the result of the observation obtained
by the relative position acquisition unit;
the object correlation unit determines a plurality of the relative positions of an identical object observed by the
peripheral object observation device from among the relative positions observed by the peripheral object observation
device, based on the result of the observation obtained by the relative position acquisition unit; and
the approximate curve computation unit computes an approximate curve that approximates a configuration of a
road on which the moving object is located, based on a result of the determination by the stationary object deter-
mination unit and a result of the determination by the object correlation unit.

Advantageous Effects of the Invention

[0006] According to the road configuration estimation apparatus of the present invention, the approximate curve is
computed based on a result of the determination by the stationary object determination unit and a result of the determi-
nation by the object correlation unit. Thus, influences of erroneous detection and erroneous determination may be
precluded, and reliability of the computed approximate curve may be thereby enhanced.

Brief Description of Drawings

[0007]
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Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a road configuration recognition apparatus 100 in a first em-
bodiment;
Fig. 2 is a diagram for explaining a tracking process of stationary objects in the first embodiment;
Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing an example (collective process) of a road approximate curve temporary computation
unit 140 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 4 is a process flow diagram of the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing another example (sequential process) of the road approximate curve temporary
computation unit 140 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram of road edge determination by a road edge determination unit 150 in the first
embodiment;
Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a road approximate curve main computation unit 160 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 8 is a block diagram of a tracking filter A163 of the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 in the
first embodiment;
Fig. 9 is a block diagram of an approximate curve selection unit 170 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 10 is a flowchart for selecting an approximate curve by the approximate curve selection unit 170 in the first
embodiment;
Fig. 11 is a diagram for explaining a difference between correlated stationary objects located at respective road edges;
Fig. 12 is a diagram for explaining an example of a curve quality value computation method by a curve quality
computation unit 172 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 13 is a diagram for explaining another example of the curve quality value computation method by the curve
quality computation unit 172 in the first embodiment;
Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 in
a second embodiment;
Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing a configuration of an approximate curve selection unit 170 in a third embodiment;
Fig. 16 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a problem encountered when an approximate curve is selected;
Fig. 17 is a hardware configuration diagram showing an example of a hardware configuration of a road configuration
estimation apparatus 200 in a fourth embodiment;
Fig. 18 is a block configuration diagram showing an example of functional blocks of the road configuration estimation
apparatus 200 in the fourth embodiment;
Fig. 19 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a moving speed of a moving object 801 and respective
relative speeds of objects 701 and 702 relative to the moving object 801;
Fig. 20 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between observation times 781 to 783 of the relative speed of an
object relative to a moving object and observation times 791 to 799 of the moving speed of the moving object;
Fig. 21 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a moving trajectory 751 of a moving object 801 and
trajectories 761 to 766 of relative positions of objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object 801;
Fig. 22 is a diagram for explaining an operation of an object correlation unit 230 in the fourth embodiment;
Fig. 23 is a diagram showing an example of a relationship between an approximate curve 750 and each of relative
positions 743a to 743c of objects relative to the moving object 801;
Fig. 24 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of a road configuration estimation process S500 in the
fourth embodiment;
Fig. 25 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of an observation result acquisition step S510 in the
fourth embodiment;
Fig. 26 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of a still determination step S520 in the fourth embodiment;
Fig. 27 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of an object correlation step S530 in this embodiment;
Fig. 28 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of an approximate curve computation step S550 in the
fourth embodiment;
Fig. 29 is a system configuration diagram showing an example of an overall configuration of a road configuration
estimation system 800 in a fifth embodiment;
Fig. 30 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a parallel translation amount and a rotation angle used
for a correlation process by an object correlation unit 230 and a moving amount of a moving object 801;
Fig. 31 is an explanatory diagram for explaining an operation of an initial value computation unit 250 in the fifth
embodiment;
Fig. 32 is a diagram showing an example of approximate curves computed by an approximate curve computation
unit 240 in the fifth embodiment;
Fig. 33 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of a road configuration estimation process S500 in the
fifth embodiment;
Fig. 34 is a block diagram showing an overall configuration of a road configuration recognition apparatus 100 in a
sixth embodiment;
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Fig. 35 is a diagram showing an example of a straight road;
Fig. 36 is a diagram showing a road before a curve
Fig. 37 is a diagram showing an example of a curve road;
Fig. 38 is a diagram showing an example of a curve exit;
Fig. 39 is a state transition diagram showing an example of a state transition model for a vehicle running road in the
sixth embodiment;
Fig. 40 is a diagram for explaining an example of a road-before-curve judgment condition in the sixth embodiment;
Fig. 41 is a flow diagram for determination of a state transition from a straight road (state 0) to the road before a
curve (state 1) in the sixth embodiment;
Fig. 42 is a flow diagram for determination of a state transition from the road before the curve (state 1) to each of
the curve road (state 2) and a curve exit (state 3) in the sixth embodiment;
Fig. 43 is a diagram explaining a curve-road judgment condition based on a yaw rate;
Fig. 44 is a diagram explaining a short-curve judgment condition based on the yaw rate;
Fig. 45 is a flow diagram for determination of a state transition from the curve road (state 2) to the curve exit (state
3) in the sixth embodiment;
Fig. 46 is a diagram explaining a curve-exit judgment condition based on a road approximate curve;
Fig. 47 is a flow diagram for determination of a state transition from the curve exit (state 3) to each of the straight
road (state 0) and the road before a curve (state 1) in the sixth embodiment;
Fig. 48 is a diagram explaining a curve-end judgment condition based on the road approximate curve;
Fig. 49 is a diagram explaining a curve-continuity judgment condition based on the road approximate curve;
Fig. 50 is a block diagram showing an example of a portion of a configuration of a road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 in a seventh embodiment;
Fig. 51 is a diagram explaining an example of a system of road approximate curve correctness determination;
Fig. 52 is a diagram explaining an example of a system of initializing a road approximate curve; and
Fig. 53 is a system configuration diagram showing an example of an overall configuration of a road configuration
estimation system 800 in an eighth embodiment.

Description of Embodiments

[0008] When monitoring the ahead of a vehicle, a road configuration recognition apparatus (road configuration esti-
mation apparatus) recognizes a road configuration ahead of the vehicle, using a radar device mounted on the vehicle.
[0009] A vehicle front monitoring device is mounted on a vehicle, radiates a transmitted wave such as an optical wave
or a milliwave ahead of the vehicle at a predetermined angle, and receives a reflected wave of the transmitted wave.
The vehicle front monitoring device thereby recognizes another vehicle running ahead of the vehicle or an obstacle
ahead of the vehicle. The vehicle front monitoring device needs to select the preceding vehicle that is running on a same
lane as the vehicle from among detected objects. In order to select the preceding vehicle that is running far ahead of
the vehicle in this case, it is necessary to accurately recognize the configuration of a road on which the vehicle is running.
As a method of recognizing the configuration of the road, there is provided a method in which the curvature of the road
is computed by a steering angle sensor or a yaw rate sensor. However, the curvature of the road obtained by this method
is the one close to the running position of the vehicle. Thus, when the vehicle is running on a straight line portion of the
road and the preceding vehicle is running on a curved portion of the road that is curved ahead of the vehicle in a far
distance, accurate selection of the preceding vehicle running on the same lane cannot be made. Further, the selection
tends to be influenced by steering wobble or a side wind. For that reason, the configuration of the road is recognized,
using a stationary object at an edge of the road.
[0010] The configuration of the road may be regarded as a circle with a radius R, and by connecting the current position
of the stationary object and an intercept of an X axis (axis in a lateral direction with respect to the running direction of
the vehicle) predicted based on the position and the speed of the stationary object, the configuration of the road is
recognized, for example. However, an unwanted signal caused by a multipath wave may be observed as a stationary
object in an actual road running environment. This may cause erroneous recognition of the configuration of the road.
Further, an observation error may be produced at the position of a stationary object detected by radar. Thus, accuracy
of the recognized road configuration deteriorates due to the observation error.
[0011] As another method of recognizing the configuration of the road, configurations of the road on the right and left
sides are regarded to be the same, and the road configurations are recognized by estimating coefficients of an approximate
curve that approximates the road configuration by a least square method, using observation values of a plurality of
stationary objects obtained at each time, for example. This method, however, is based on the premise that the config-
urations of the road on the right and left sides are the same. Thus, the road configuration cannot be accurately estimated
when the configurations on the right and left side of the road are different as at a fork in the road. When time-series data
of the approximate curve coefficients are supplied to a tracking filter to smooth the coefficients, it is difficult of define an
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observation error of each coefficient. Thus, the coefficients cannot be accurately determined.
[0012]  According to a road configuration estimation apparatus that will be described below, proper stationary objects
that are continuous in a temporal direction are extracted from among stationary objects including an unwanted signal.
Then, by computing approximate curve coefficients, a road configuration may be stably estimated even in an environment
including the unwanted signal. Further, by directly supplying positions of all stationary objects to the tracking filter where
the approximate curve coefficients are set as initial values and by estimating approximate curve coefficients, accuracy
of estimating the approximate curve coefficients is further improved.

First Embodiment.

[0013] A first embodiment will be described, using Figs. 1 to 13.
[0014] Fig. 1 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a road configuration recognition apparatus 100 in this
embodiment.
The road configuration recognition apparatus 100 includes radar 110, a vehicle speed sensor 120, a stationary object
identification unit 130, a road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140, a road edge determination unit 150,
a road approximate curve main computation unit 160, and an approximate curve selection unit 170.
The radar 110 (peripheral object observation device) radiates a radar wave within a predetermined angle range ahead
of a vehicle, and receives a radar wave reflected from an object, thereby detecting the position and relative speed of
the object.
The vehicle speed sensor 120 (moving speed observation device) detects the speed of the vehicle.
The stationary object identification unit (stationary object determination unit) 130 identifies whether or not the object
detected by the radar 110 is a stationary object, based on the relative speed of the object detected by the radar 110 and
the speed of the vehicle detected by the vehicle speed sensor 120. The stationary object identification unit 130 outputs
the position of the stationary object and the like.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit (initial value computation unit) 140 extracts proper stationary
objects that are correlated in a temporal direction by a tracking filter from among a plurality of stationary objects identified
as stationary objects, and estimates coefficients of a proper approximate curve using time-series data of the proper
stationary objects. The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 outputs the coefficients of the proper
approximate curve, the estimated position and estimated speed of the proper stationary object, a correlation count Cnt,
and the like.
The road edge determination unit 150 sorts the proper approximate curve into a corresponding road edge based on an
intercept of the proper approximate curve in an X (axle) direction. The road edge determination unit 150 outputs the
coefficients of the proper approximate curve, the estimated position and estimated speed of the proper stationary object,
a road edge identification flag, and the like.
The road approximate curve main computation unit (approximate curve computation unit) 160 receives all stationary
objects identified as the stationary objects by the stationary object identification unit 130, and updates (estimates) the
coefficients of the approximate curve, using the tracking filter. The tracking filter uses, as initial values, the coefficients
of the proper appropriate curve for the proper stationary object, which has been sorted into the corresponding road edge
by the road edge determination unit 150. The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 outputs the estimation
values of approximate curve coefficients, the position of the correlated stationary object, and the like.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 computes estimation values of approximate curve coefficients that are finally
used for preceding vehicle determination, using the approximate curve of each road edge computed by the road ap-
proximate curve main computation unit 160 and a stationary object correlated with the approximate curve. The approx-
imate curve selection unit 170 outputs the estimation values of the approximate curve coefficients, initial values of
correction coefficients, and the like.
[0015] Next, operation will be described.
[0016] Fig. 2 is a diagram for explaining a tracking process of stationary objects in this embodiment.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 extracts proper stationary objects that may be correlated
in the temporal direction from a plurality of stationary objects by the tracking filter (known filter such as a Kalman filter
or an α-β(-γ) filter) as shown in Fig. 2. Fig. 2 shows stationary objects 711 to 714 that are continuously correlated in the
temporal direction from times t1 to t4. Increase of correlated data improves accuracy of approximating a road. However,
it makes time longer for recognizing the road. That is a trade-off. Accordingly, the road approximate curve temporary
computation unit 140 estimates an approximate curve 720 of the road using the proper stationary objects 711 to 714
correlated a predetermined number of times Cn. As a method of estimating the approximate curve 720, a known technique
such as a least square method or a Hough transform may be used. The approximate curve 720 may be a quadratic,
cubic or higher order curve, a circle, a clothoid curve, or the like.
[0017] Fig. 3 is a block diagram showing an example (a collective process) of the road approximate curve temporary
computation unit 140 in this embodiment.
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The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 includes a tracking filter 143, a correlated data accumulation
unit 148, and an approximate curve estimation unit 149, for example. The tracking filter 143 includes a correlation unit
144, a smoothing unit 145, a prediction unit 146, and a delay unit 147.
The correlation unit 144 of the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 takes correlation among stationary
objects.
The smoothing unit 145 of the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 smoothes positions and speeds
of correlated stationary objects, thereby estimating the position and the speed of a stationary object.
The approximate curve estimation unit 149 of the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 accumulates
time-series data of a certain stationary object, and estimates coefficients that define an approximate curve using the
least square method, based on the time-series data.
[0018] Fig. 4 is a process flow diagram of the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 in this embod-
iment.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 performs process shown in this flow. When the tracking
filter extracts a correlated stationary object, the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 increments a
correlation counter Cnt by one. Then, when it exceeds a threshold Cn, the road approximate curve temporary computation
unit 140 estimates coefficients of a proper approximate curve using positions of stored proper stationary objects.
[0019] The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 may be configured to estimate proper approximate
curve coefficients using accumulated positions of a stationary object when a distance from a moving object to the
stationary object is closer to a predetermined threshold value, irrespective of the value of the correlation counter Cnt.
Alternatively, the road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 may be configured to estimate proper ap-
proximate curve coefficients using accumulated positions of the stationary object when at least one of the two conditions
is satisfied: one of the conditions is that the value of the correlation count Cnt exceeds the threshold Cn, and the other
is that the distance from the moving object to the stationary object is closer to the threshold value.
[0020]  Fig. 5 is a block diagram showing another example (sequential process) of the road approximate curve tem-
porary computation unit 140 in this embodiment.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 includes the correlation unit 144, the smoothing unit 145,
the prediction unit 146, and the delay unit 147, for example.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 simultaneously estimates coefficients of an approximate
curve, the position and speed of a stationary object, using a sequential process by an extended Kalman filter.
Coefficients of a proper approximate curve may be estimated by the sequential process as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the
size of a memory that stores data may be reduced.
[0021] In the following description, it is assumed that the approximate curve is a quadratic curve, for convenience of
the description. An observation model of the extended Kalman filter is defined by Equations (2) to (5), with the approximate
curve defined as the quadratic curve having an inclination a and an X-intercept b as in Equation (1).

where x, y denote the position of a stationary object in a relative coordinate system in which radar of the vehicle is set
to the origin, a vehicle axle direction is set to an X axis, and a running direction is set to a Y axis. A state vector Xk is
formed of x and y, the position of the stationary object, x dot (x with a dot above, same as below)and y dot, the speed
of the stationary object, and a and b, the coefficients of the quadratic curve. zok denotes the observed position of the
stationary object, h(Xk) denotes the real position of the stationary object, vk denotes an observation noise vector. Then,
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the estimation value of the state vector Xk is updated at each time. Accordingly, the coefficients a and b of the proper
approximate curve can be computed.
[0022] The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 outputs the estimated position and the estimated
speed of the proper stationary object at a most recent time and the coefficients of the proper approximate curve (and
the correlation counter Cnt) to the road edge determination unit 150.
[0023] Fig. 6 is an explanatory diagram of road edge determination by the road edge determination unit 150 in this
embodiment.
The road edge determination unit 150 sorts an approximate curve into a corresponding road edge based on a lane width
and an intercept in the X direction (vehicle axle direction) of the approximate curve computed from a proper stationary
object. The road edge determination unit 150 receives the coefficients of the proper approximate curve and sorts the
proper approximate curve to a corresponding road edge, using the position intersecting between the approximate curve
and the X axis (that is, X-intercept b). In the road edge sorting method, the width of the vehicle is first considered. When
the X-intercept b of the approximate curve falls within range from the position of the vehicle (origin) to a threshold THc,
the road edge determination unit 150 eliminates the approximate curve. Then, the road edge sorting is performed in
consideration of a lane width THw, as shown in Fig. 6:
[0024]

The coefficient b of an approximate curve sorted into a road edge R1 in Fig. 6, for example, satisfies Relational Expression
(6). The coefficient b of an approximate curve sorted into a road edge R2 satisfies Relational Expression (7). When the
coefficient b satisfies Relational Expression (6), the road edge identification flag is set to R1. When the coefficient b
satisfies Relational Expression (7), the road edge identification flag is set to R2. The road edge determination unit 150
outputs the estimated position and the estimated speed of the proper stationary object, the coefficients of the proper
approximate curve, and the road edge identification flag for the proper approximate curve to the road approximate curve
main computation unit 160.
[0025]

With respect to an i-th proper stationary object, for example, the road edge determination unit 150 outputs x and y, the
estimated position of the proper stationary object, x dot and y dot, the estimated speed of the proper stationary object,
a and b, the coefficients of the proper approximate (quadratic) curve, Cnt, a correlation counter, and flagR, a road edge
identification flag at a most recent time to the road approximate curve main computation unit 160, as shown in Equation (8).
[0026] Fig. 7 is a block diagram of the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 in this embodiment.
The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 includes an initial value setting unit 161, a grouping process
unit 162, and a tracking filter A163, for example.
[0027] The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 sets coefficients of the proper approximate curve of
the proper stationary object having the highest number of times of correlations in the temporal direction among the
proper stationary objects sorted into the same road edge, as initial values of the tracking filter. The initial value setting
unit 161 of the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 receives the coefficients of the proper approximate
curve and the road edge identification flag for the proper approximate curve. When the road edge identification flag for
each proper stationary object shows that a plurality of proper stationary objects are present at the identical road edge,
the initial value setting unit 161 sets average values of the coefficients of the proper approximate curves as the initial
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values of the tracking filter that will be described later. Alternatively, the initial value setting unit 161 may set the coefficients
of the proper approximate curve estimated from the stationary object having a largest value of the correlation counter
Cnt, as the initial values.
[0028] The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 performs grouping of stationary objects located in a
predetermined threshold range in the vicinity of each proper stationary object, based on the road edge identification flag
for each proper stationary object and the estimated position of each proper stationary object. Then, the road approximate
curve main computation unit 160 sorts the stationary objects that have been regarded to belong to a same group into a
corresponding road edge. To take an example, the grouping process unit 162 of the road approximate curve main
computation unit 160 performs grouping of the stationary objects located in the predetermined threshold range in the
vicinity of each proper stationary object, based on the road edge identification flag for each proper stationary object and
the estimated position and estimated speed of each proper stationary object that have been output from the road edge
determination unit 150. Then, the grouping process unit 162 sorts the stationary objects that have been regarded to
belong to the same group into the corresponding road edge.
[0029] Fig. 8 is a block diagram of the tracking filter A163 of the road approximate curve main computation unit 160
in this embodiment.
The tracking filter A163 includes a correlation unit 164, a smoothing unit 165, a prediction unit 166, and a delay unit 167,
for example.
[0030] The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 receives all stationary objects, extracts one of the
stationary objects that is correlated with a corresponding road edge according to a correlation process by the tracking
filter. Then, the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 computes approximate curve coefficients for the
corresponding road edge, using the correlated stationary object and the tracking filter. The road approximate curve main
computation unit 160 directly supplies to the tracking filter which estimates the approximate curve coefficients for the
corresponding road edge one of all the stationary objects that has already been sorted into a corresponding road edge,
without executing the correlation process by the tracking filter. As shown in Fig. 8, the tracking filter A163 of the road
approximate curve main computation unit 160 directly supplies the stationary object that has already been sorted into
a corresponding one of road edges to the smoothing unit 165, thereby updating estimation values of approximate curve
coefficients for the corresponding road edge, for example. The stationary object that has not been sorted into the
corresponding road edge is correlated with the approximate curve by the correlation unit 164. With respect to the
stationary object that has been correlated with a certain road edge, estimation values of approximate curve coefficients
for the certain road edge are updated. The coefficients a and b are updated, using the Kalman filter based on an
observation model defined by the following Equations (9) to (11), for example: 

where a state vector Xk is formed of the coefficients a and b of the quadratic curve. xok denotes the observed position
of the stationary object in the X direction, H denotes an observation matrix, vx,k denotes an observation noise vector, F
denotes a state transition matrix, wx,k denotes a process noise vector. An α - β filter, having a light operation load, may
be used as the tracking filter.
[0031] To the state vector Xk, a dot and b dot, which are respectively change rates of the coefficients a and b, may
be added.
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[0032] The road approximate curve main computation unit 160 sets the avarage values of the coefficients of the proper
approximate curves sorted into the identical road edge as the initial values of the tracking filter. Initial values of coefficients
output from the initial value setting unit 161 are used as the initial values of the approximate curve coefficients for the
road edge, for example. A stationary object used for estimation of the coefficients of an approximate curve of each road
edge is referred to as a correlated stationary object. Estimation values of the coefficients of the approximate curve for
each road edge and the correlated stationary object are output to the approximate curve selection unit 170.
[0033] Fig. 9 is a block diagram of the approximate curve selection unit 170 in this embodiment.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 includes a properness determination unit 171, a curve quality computation
unit 172, a selection unit 173, and a correction unit 174.
The properness determination unit 171 (reliability level computation unit) of the approximate curve selection unit 170
sets an effective flag to 1 for estimation values of approximate curve coefficients that satisfy all of the following three
conditions, and sets the effective flag to 0 for estimation values of approximate curve coefficients that do not satisfy at
least one of the following three conditions.
[0034]

Condition (1): A maximum value yo
max of a distance in a y direction of a correlated stationary object is equal to or

more than a threshold ymax.
Condition (2): A distance distribution yo

div in the y direction of the correlated stationary object is equal to or more
than a threshold ydiv.
Condition (3): The number of correlated stationary objects M is equal to or more than a predetermined value Mmin.

[0035] The minimum value of the distance in the y direction of the correlated stationary object is denoted as yo
min,

and the maximum value of the distance in the y direction of the correlated stationary object is denoted as yo
max. The

distance distribution yo
div is defined by the following Equation (12): 

[0036] The properness determination unit 171 outputs the estimation values of the approximate curve coefficients
having the effective flag of one and the correlated stationary object used for estimation of the approximate curve coef-
ficients to the curve quality computation unit 172, and outputs all the estimation values of the approximate curve coef-
ficients and the effective flags for all the estimation values to the correction unit 174.
[0037] Fig. 10 is a flowchart for selecting an approximate curve by the approximate curve selection unit 170 in this
embodiment.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 determines properness using the distance of each stationary object that is
correlated with the approximate curve of a road edge in the vehicle running direction (Y direction) and the number of
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correlated stationary objects, and outputs only coefficients of the approximate curve that is proper. When no proper
approximate curve is present, the approximate curve selection unit 170 outputs approximate curve coefficients at an
immediately preceding time.
[0038] The curve quality computation unit (reliability level computation unit) 172 of the approximate curve selection
unit 170 computes curve quality values, which will be described later, when there are a plurality of road edges each for
which the effective flag is set to one. Then, the curve quality computation unit 172 outputs approximate curve coefficients
for a road edge having a highest curve quality value.
[0039] Fig. 11 is a diagram for explaining a difference between correlated stationary objects located at respective road
edges.
Estimation values of coefficients are not stable, for a curve where a lot of stationary objects are correlated but the
correlated stationary objects are localized as shown in Fig. 11. On contrast therewith, on a curve having stable coefficient
estimation values, correlated stationary objects are evenly distributed in the Y direction.
[0040] Fig. 12 is a diagram for explaining an example of a curve quality value computation method by the curve quality
computation unit 172 in this embodiment.
The number of correlated stationary objects at a road edge A is larger than that at a road edge B. However, the correlated
stationary objects at the road edge A are localized in a region in the vicinity of 10m point. On contrast therewith, the
correlated stationary objects at the road edge B are evenly distributed in a wide range of 10m, 20m, 50m, and 90m
points. For this reason, estimation values of approximate curve coefficients for the road edge B are more stable and
reliable than those for the road edge A.
Taking advantage of a feature that more evenly stationary objects are distributed at a road edge in the Y direction, more
stable estimation values of approximate curve coefficients for the road edge are obtained, the curve quality computation
unit 172 is configured to compute a curve quality value, in view of stationary object distribution in the Y direction.
[0041] The approximate curve selection unit 170 performs clustering of stationary objects using the distance in the
vehicle running direction (Y direction) of each stationary object correlated with the approximate curve of a road edge.
The number of clusters is regarded as a curve quality value. Then, the approximate curve selection unit 170 outputs the
inclination of the approximate curve or the road curvature of the road edge having a high curve quality value. Specifically,
the curve quality computation unit 172 divides a distance in the Y direction at certain intervals of (10m, for example),
and brings together stationary objects located in the range of each divided distance as one cluster. When there are four
correlated stationary objects and the Y-direction distances of the four correlated stationary objects are respectively 8m,
12m, 18m, and 22m, for example, these correlated stationary objects are allocate to two clusters of 10m and 20m. When
the y-direction distances of the stationary objects are respectively 8m, 18m, and 32m, the stationary objects are allocated
to three clusters of 10m, 20m, and 30m. Then, the curve quality computation unit 172 counts the number of clusters for
each road edge, and computes a curve quality value by summation for a certain period (L samples). The curve quality
value is computed by the following Equation (13): 

where Nc indicates the number of clusters, Mk(j) indicates a flag in a cluster j computed at a certain time tk. As shown
in Equation (14), when there is a stationary object, the flag is set to 1, and when there is no stationary object, the flag
is set to zero.
[0042] Fig. 13 is a diagram for explaining another example of the curve quality value computation method by the curve
quality computation unit 172 in this embodiment.
The curve quality computation unit 172 may be configured to compute a curve quality value according to a temporal
change in coefficients of an approximate curve or a value obtained by converting the coefficients to a road curvature.
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An actual road is designed in consideration of a driving operation of a vehicle. The actual road is designed in such a
manner that when the vehicle enters a curve of the road, the curvature of the road gradually increases. For this reason,
when the change rate of the road curvature is large as at a road edge on the left side of the page of Fig. 13, estimation
values of approximate curve coefficients for the road edge may be regarded as not being stable. When the inclination
of an approximate curve gradually changes as at a road edge on the right side of the page of Fig. 13, estimation values
of approximate curve coefficients for the road edge may be regarded as being stable.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 sets the inverse of the variance of a temporal change in estimation values of
the approximate curve coefficients or an estimation value of the road curvature for a road edge as the curve quality
value, and outputs the inclination of the approximate curve or road curvature of the road edge having a high curve quality
value. The curve quality computation unit 172 stores time-series data on the change rate of the road curvature, and
computes the inverse of the variance of the change rate as the curve quality value.
The curve quality value computed by the curve quality computation unit 172 is output to the selection unit 173.
[0043] The selection unit 173 of the approximate curve selection unit 170 selects the estimation values of the approx-
imate curve coefficients having a highest curve quality value, and outputs the coefficient values other than the X-intercept
(that corresponds to the estimation value of a road width) to the correction unit 174. In the case of the quadratic curve
given by Equation (1), the selection unit 173 outputs only the inclination a. The selection unit 173 may convert the
inclination a to the curvature of the road and then may output the curvature of the road. Since the X-intercept b corresponds
to the road width, the X-intercept b is not necessary when correction is made about a different road edge.
[0044] The approximate curve selection unit 170 initializes coefficients of an approximate curve that is not proper,
using the coefficients of the approximate curve that is proper and has the highest curve quality value as initial values.
To take an example, the correction unit 174 of the approximate curve selection unit 170 initializes estimation values of
the coefficients of an approximate curve for a road edge having the effective flag of zero, using the estimation values of
the coefficients of the approximate curve output from the selection unit 173 of the approximate curve selection unit 170
and the effective flags for all road edges supplied from the properness determination unit 171. For initialization of the
estimation values of the coefficients of the approximate curve having the effective flag of zero, the coefficients of the
approximate curve for the road edge having the highest curve quality value are used as the initial values. The correction
unit outputs initial values of correction coefficients to the road approximate curve main computation unit 160.
[0045] As described above, by extracting proper stationary objects that are continuous in the temporal direction from
among stationary objects including an unwanted signal and computing coefficients of an approximate curve for a road
edge, a road configuration may be estimated even under an environment including the unwanted signal. Further, by
directly supplying positions of all stationary objects to the tracking filter using the approximate curve coefficients as the
initial values and estimating coefficients of an approximate curve, accuracy of estimation of the coefficients of the
approximate curve may be further improved.

Second Embodiment.

[0046] A second embodiment will be described using Fig. 14.
Same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first embodiment, thereby omitting
repeated description of the components.
[0047] Fig. 14 is a block diagram showing a configuration of a road approximate curve temporary computation unit
140 in this embodiment.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 includes a stationary object clustering unit 141, in addition
to the configuration described in the first embodiment.
The road approximate curve temporary computation unit 140 performs clustering of stationary objects, and tracks a
cluster.
[0048] Next, operation will be described.
Under an actual road running environment, there is reflection from a stationary object such as a delineator, a guardrail
or a wall. A plurality of reflection points are obtained from the stationary object having a large surface area such as the
guardrail or the wall in particular. Thus, it may be difficult to track one reflection point. For that reason, by performing
clustering of stationary objects in a preceding stage of the tracking filter 143 of the road approximate curve temporary
computation unit 140, the plurality of reflection points obtained from the stationary object having the large surface area
are clustered. Then, by tracking the cluster, correlation performance of the road approximate curve temporary computation
unit 140 is enhanced.
Since the other processes are the same as those in the first embodiment, a description of the other processes will be
omitted.
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Third Embodiment.

[0049] A third embodiment will be described using Figs. 15 to 16.
The same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first and second embodiments,
thereby omitting repeated description of the components.
[0050] Fig. 15 is a block diagram showing a configuration of an approximate curve selection unit 170 in this embodiment.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 includes a smoothing unit 175 and a coefficient estimation value accumulation
unit 176, in addition to the configuration described in the first embodiment.
The approximate curve selection unit 170 smoothes approximate curve coefficients using the inclination of an approximate
curve at an immediately preceding time and the inclination of an approximate curve selected at a current time.
[0051] Next, operation will be described.
Fig. 16 is an explanatory diagram for explaining a problem encountered when an approximate curve is selected.
When the inclination of an approximate curve for a road edge on the right side and the inclination of an approximate
curve for a road edge on the left side are greatly different and the approximate curves on the right and left sides are
alternately selected, an abrupt variation occur will in the inclination of the approximate curve. The selection unit 173 of
the approximate curve selection unit 170 selects coefficients of one of a plurality of approximate curves for a certain
road edge at each time. Thus, when the value of a coefficient corresponding to the curvature of the road edge (the
inclination a in Equation (1), for example) differs between the road edges, an abrupt variation in the inclination may occur
in the temporal direction.
For that reason, the smoothing unit 175 and the coefficient estimation value accumulation unit 176 are newly provided
for the selection unit 173 of the approximate curve selection unit 170. The smoothing unit 175 performs smoothing using
the coefficients at the immediately preceding time so that the estimation values of the approximate curve coefficients
do not abruptly vary. An known tracking filter is used for the smoothing.
[0052] Since the other processes are the same as those in the first or second embodiment, a description of the other
processes will be omitted.

Fourth Embodiment.

[0053] A fourth embodiment will be described using Figs. 17 to 28.
The same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first to third embodiments, thereby
omitting repeated description of the components.
[0054] Fig. 17 is a hardware configuration diagram showing an example of a hardware configuration of a road con-
figuration estimation apparatus 200 in this embodiment.
The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 is a computer including a processing device 911, a storage device
914, an input device 902, and an output device 901, for example.
The processing device 911 processes data by executing a computer program, thereby controlling an entirety of the road
configuration estimation apparatus 200.
The storage device 914 stores the computer program that is executed by the processing device 911 and data that is
processed by the processing device 911. The storage device 914 may be a volatile memory, a non-volatile memory, a
flash memory, a magnetic disk device, an optical disk device, or the like, for example.
The input device 902 receives a signal or information from outside the road configuration estimation apparatus 200 and
converts the signal or information to data of a format capable of being processed by the processing device 911. The
data obtained by the conversion by the input device 902 may be directly processed by the processing device 911, or
may be temporarily stored by the storage device 914. The input device 902 may be an operation input device such as
a keyboard or a mouse that receives an operation of a user, a conversion device such as an analog-to-digital conversion
device that converts an analog signal to digital data, or an interface device such as a receiving device that receives the
signal transmitted by a different device.
The output device 901 converts the data processed by the processing device 911 and/or the data stored by the storage
device 914 to a form capable of being output to an outside of the road configuration estimation apparatus 200, for output.
The output device 901 may be a device that converts data to a perceptible form to human senses and outputs it, such
as a loudspeaker or a display device which displays an image. The output device 901 may be a device that converts
data to an acceptable form to other devices and outputs it, such as a conversion device like a digital-to-analog conversion
device that converts digital data to an analog signal, or an interface device like a transmitting device that transmits a
signal to another device.
[0055] Each functional block of the road configuration estimation apparatus 200 is implemented by executing the
computer program stored by the storage device 914 by the processing device 911. The functional block of the road
configuration estimation apparatus 200 may not be necessarily configured to be implemented by the computer, but may
be configured to be implemented by an electronic circuit such as a digital circuit or an analog circuit. The functional block
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may be configured to be implemented by a configuration such as a mechanical configuration other than the electrical
configuration.
Similarly, each functional block of the road configuration recognition apparatus 100 described in the first to third embod-
iments may be configured to be implemented by the computer, or another configuration.
[0056] Fig. 18 is a block diagram showing an example of the functional blocks of the road configuration estimation
apparatus 200.
The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 is mounted on a moving object such as a vehicle. In addition to the
road configuration estimation apparatus 200, a peripheral object observation device 811 and a moving speed observation
device 821 are mounted on the moving object.
[0057] The peripheral object observation device 811 observes the position, the speed, and the like of an object that
is present in the vicinity of the moving object. The peripheral object observation device 811 may be radar, for example.
The peripheral object observation device 811 emits a radiation wave such as an electric wave or laser light, and detects
a reflected wave that has impinged on and has been reflected from an object. The peripheral object observation device
811 thereby measures a propagation time and computes the distance to the object. The peripheral object observation
device 811 scans a direction of emitting the radiation wave or a direction of receiving the reflected wave, thereby
determining a direction in which the object is present. The period of time taken for scanning the radiation wave once by
the peripheral object observation device 811 is 0.2 seconds, for example. Accordingly, when a relative positional rela-
tionship between the moving object and the object is not changed, the peripheral object observation device 811 repeatedly
observes the identical object for each 0.2 seconds, for example. The peripheral object observation device 811 computes
the relative position of the object relative to the moving object, based on the computed distance and the determined
direction. Further, the peripheral object observation device 811 detects a wavelength deviation between the radiation
wave and the reflected wave due to the Doppler effect, for example, thereby detecting the relative speed of the object
relative to the moving object. The peripheral object observation device 811 outputs a signal indicating a result of the
observation such as the relative position or the relative speed of the object.
[0058] The moving speed observation device 821 observes the moving speed of the moving object. The moving speed
observation device 821 measures the number of rotations of a vehicle axle by a tachometer mounted on the vehicle
axle, thereby computing the moving speed, for example. The moving speed observation device 821 counts the number
of rotations of the axle for 0.1 seconds, for example. The moving speed observation device 821 multiplies the counted
number of rotations by the circumferential length of a tire, thereby computing a distance in which the moving object has
traveled in 0.1 seconds. The moving speed observation device 821 multiplies the computed distance by 10, thereby
computing the speed of the moving object per second. In the case of this example, the moving speed observation device
821 repeatedly observes the moving speed of the moving object once for every 0.1 seconds. The moving speed obser-
vation device 821 outputs a signal indicating a result of the observation obtained by observation of the moving speed
of the moving object.
The moving speed observation device 821 may be configured not to compute the moving speed of the moving object
but to output a signal indicating the measured number of rotations of the vehicle axle without alteration. In that case, the
moving speed acquisition unit 212, which will be described later, executes the above-mentioned computation to compute
the moving speed of the moving object, in place of the moving speed observation device 821.
[0059] The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 estimates the configuration of a road on which the moving
object is running, based on the results of the observations by the peripheral object observation device 811 and the
moving speed observation device 821. The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 includes a relative position
acquisition unit 211, a moving speed acquisition unit 212, a stationary object determination unit 220, an object correlation
unit 230, and an approximate curve computation unit 240.
[0060]  The relative position acquisition unit 211 receives the signal output by the peripheral object observation device
811 to obtain the result of the observation by the peripheral object observation device 811, using the input device 902.
Using the processing device 911, the relative position acquisition unit 211 determines a time at which the relative position
acquisition unit 211 has received the signal output by the peripheral object observation device 811, thereby computing
an observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object. The relative position
acquisition unit 211 may be configured to regard the time at which the relative position acquisition unit 211 has received
the signal as the observation time. Alternatively, the relative position acquisition unit 211 may be configured to consider
a delay time of the peripheral object observation device 811 and regard a time earlier than the time of reception of the
signal just by the delay time as the observation time. The signal output by the peripheral object observation device 811
may include information indicating the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has
observed the object. In that case, the relative position acquisition unit 211 obtains the observation time from the received
signal, using the processing device 911.
The relative position acquisition unit 211 stores data indicating the observation time at which the peripheral object
observation device 811 has observed the object and data indicating the relative position and the relative speed of the
observed object. The data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211 is referred to as "peripheral object observation
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data". Among the "peripheral object observation data", the data indicating the observation time is referred to as "object
observation time data", data indicating the relative position of the object is referred to as "relative position observation
value data", and data indicating the relative speed of the object is referred to as "relative speed observation value data".
[0061] The moving speed acquisition unit 212 receives the signal output by the moving speed observation device 821,
and obtains the result of the observation by the moving speed observation device 821, using the input device 902. The
moving speed acquisition unit 212 performs a process similar to that by the relative position acquisition unit 211 to obtain
an observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the moving
object, using the processing device 911. The moving speed acquisition unit 212 stores data indicating the observation
time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the moving object and the
observed moving speed of the moving object, using the storage device 914. The data stored by the moving speed
acquisition unit 212 is referred to as "moving speed data". In the "moving speed data", data indicating the observation
time is referred to as "moving speed observation time data", while data indicating the moving speed of the moving object
is referred to as "moving speed observation value data".
[0062] The stationary object determination unit 220 determines whether or not the object observed by the peripheral
object observation device 811 is still, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220
stores data indicating a result of the determination, using the storage device 914. The data stored by the stationary
object determination unit 220 is referred to as "still determination result data".
The stationary object determination unit 220 receives the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position
acquisition unit 211 and the moving speed data stored by the moving speed acquisition unit 212, using the processing
device 911, for example. The stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the relative speed observation value data
indicating the relative speed of the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 relative to the moving
object from the received peripheral object observation data, using the processing device 911. The stationary object
determination unit 220 obtains the moving speed observation value data indicating the moving speed of the moving
object from the received moving speed data, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit
220 determines whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, based on the
relative speed indicated by the relative speed observation value data and the moving speed indicated by the moving
speed observation value data, using the processing device 911.
[0063] Fig. 19 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a moving speed of a moving object 801 and respective
relative speeds of objects 701 and 702 relative to the moving object 801.
Arrows 711 and 713 respectively indicate the moving speed of the moving object 801 and the moving speed of the object
702. It is assumed that the object 701 is still. Arrows 721 and 722 respectively indicate the relative speeds of the objects
701 and 702 relative to the moving object 801.
Since the object 701 is still, the object 701 is seen to be moving in a direction just opposite to that of the moving speed
of the moving object 801 at the same speed as the moving speed of the moving object 801, relative to the moving object
801. On contrast therewith, the object 702 is moving. Accordingly, the object 702 is seen to be moving at a speed
obtained by combining an apparent speed (indicated by an arrow 723) caused by movement of the moving object 801
and the actual speed (indicated by the arrow 713) caused by movement of the object 702, relative to the moving object
801. Accordingly, the relative speed (apparent speed) of the object relative to the moving object can be expressed by
the following equation. 

where vr denotes a vector indicating the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object, vt denotes a vector
indicating the moving speed of the object, and vs denotes a vector indicating the moving speed of the moving object.
[0064] The stationary object determination unit 220 adds the vector Vr indicating the relative speed of the object relative
to the moving object and the vector vs indicating the moving speed of the moving object, thereby computing the vector
vt indicating the moving speed of the object, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit
220 computes the absolute value of the computed vector vt, using the processing device 911. The stationary object
determination unit 220 compares the computed absolute value with a predetermined threshold value, using the processing
device. The threshold value is set in advance in view of observation errors of the relative speed of the object relative to
the moving object and of the moving speed of the moving object. When the absolute value of the vector vt is smaller
than the threshold value, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines that the object is still, using the process-
ing device 911.
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[0065] When the relative speeds of the objects relative to the moving object are observed using the Doppler effect,
the observed relative speeds are only components (indicated by arrows 725 and 726) of the apparent speeds (indicated
by the arrows 721 and 722) of the objects in distance directions between the moving object and the objects. Components
(indicated by arrows 727 and 728) in a direction of rotation around the moving object 801 are not observed. The observed
relative speed can be expressed by the following equation. 

where vd denotes a real number indicating a component of the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object
in the distance direction, and α denotes a real number indicating the angle between the direction of the relative speed
of the object relative to the moving object and the direction of the moving object seen from the object.
Since the components (indicated by the arrows 727 and 728) of the relative speeds of the objects relative to the moving
object in the direction of rotation around the moving object 801 are not observed, the angle α is unknown. However, the
object 701 is still. Thus, the angle α (indicated by reference numeral 733) of the object 701 matches an angle 731
between the moving direction of the moving object 801 and a direction in which the object 701 is seen from the moving
object 801. On contrast therewith, the object 702 is moving. Thus, the angle α (indicated by reference numeral 734) of
the object 702 does not necessarily matches an angle 732 between the moving direction of the moving object 801 and
a direction in which the object 702 is seen from the moving object 801.
[0066] The stationary object determination unit 220 computes the cosine of the angle between the moving direction
of the moving object and a direction in which the object is seen from the moving object, using the processing device
911, for example. The stationary object determination unit 220 computes the product between the absolute value of the
vector vs indicating the moving speed of the moving object and the computed cosine, using the processing device 911.
The stationary object determination unit 220 computes a difference by subtracting the real number vd indicating the
component of the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object in the distance direction from the computed
product, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 compares the computed difference
with a predetermined threshold value, using the processing device 911. The threshold value is set in advance in view
of observation errors of the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object and of the moving speed of the
moving object. When the difference is smaller than the threshold value, the stationary object determination unit 220
determines that the object is still, using the processing device 911.
[0067] Fig. 20 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between times 781 to 783 at which the relative speed of the
object relative to the moving object has been observed and times 791 to 799 at which the moving speed of the moving
object has been observed.
As described above, an observation cycle 771 in which the peripheral object observation device 811 observes the relative
position and the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object and an observation cycle 772 in which the
moving speed observation device 821 observes the moving speed of the moving object are different. The observation
times 781 to 783 at which the peripheral object observation device 811 observes the relative position and relative speed
of the object relative to the moving object are the times of scanning a direction of presence of the object. Thus, when
the direction of presence of the object is changed, a timing in one observation cycle is changed. Accordingly, the
observation times 781 to 783 are irregular. On contrast therewith, intervals between the observation times 791 to 799
at which the moving speed observation device 821 observes the moving speed of the moving object are constant, and
each interval is equal to the observation cycle 772.
Accordingly, the observation times 781 to 783 at which the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object is
observed are hardly likely to coincide with the observation times 791 to 799 at which the moving speed of the moving
object is observed. However, the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object and the moving speed of the
moving object, which are used for determination by the stationary object determination unit 220 as to whether the object
is still or not, need to be observed at a same time.
[0068] When the moving speed of the moving object is observed by counting the number of rotations of the vehicle
axle, the observed moving speed is the average value of the moving speeds at times from start to finish of the counting.
The moving speed observed at the time 793 is the average value of the moving speeds from the time 792 to the time
793, for example. Accordingly, the stationary object determination unit 220 should compare the relative speed of the
object relative to the moving object observed at the time 781 with the moving speed of the moving object observed at
the time 793.
[0069] The stationary object determination unit 220 executes the process whenever the moving speed acquisition unit
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212 obtains a result of the observation by the moving speed observation device 821, using the processing device 911,
for example. The stationary object determination unit 220 receives current moving speed data and immediately preceding
moving speed data which have been stored by the moving speed acquisition unit 212, using the processing device 911.
The stationary object determination unit 220 obtains two moving speed observation time data respectively indicating a
current observation time and an immediately preceding observation time at which the moving speed observation device
821 has observed the moving speeds of the moving object, from the received two moving speed data, using the processing
device.
Next, the stationary object determination unit 220 receives one unprocessed peripheral object observation data from
among the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211, using the processing
device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 obtains object observation time data indicating the observation
time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object, from the received peripheral object
observation data, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 compares the observation
time indicated by the obtained object observation time data with the observation times indicated by the obtained two
moving speed observation time data, using the processing device 911.
When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is before the
immediately preceding observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving
speed of the moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines whether or not the object observed
by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, using the moving speed of the moving object observed by the
moving speed observation device 821 at the immediately preceding observation time. Using the processing device 911,
the stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the moving speed observation value data indicating the moving
speed observed by the moving speed observation device 821 from the received immediately preceding moving speed
data.
When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is after the
immediately preceding observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving
speed of the moving object and before the current observation time, the stationary object determination unit determines
whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, using the moving speed of
the moving object observed by the moving speed observation device 821 at the current observation time. Using the
processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the moving speed observation value data
indicating the moving speed observed by the moving speed observation device 821 from the received current moving
speed data.
When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is after the
current observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the
moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines whether or not the object observed by the pe-
ripheral object observation device 811 is still, using the moving speed of the moving object that will be observed by the
moving speed observation device 821 at a subsequent observation time. Since the observation value of the moving
speed of the moving object at the subsequent observation time is not obtained yet, the stationary object determination
unit 220 does not execute the process on the peripheral object observation data.
[0070] As described above, the stationary object determination unit 220 selects the moving speed of the moving object
used for determining whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still from
results of the observations by the moving speed observation device 821, for example. Alternatively, the stationary object
determination unit 220 may be configured to compute the moving speed of the moving object used for determining
whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, based on the results of the
observations by the moving speed observation device 821.
[0071] Using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 performs a smoothing process,
based on the observation times and the moving speeds indicated by the moving speed data stored by the moving speed
acquisition unit 212, for example. When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has
observed the object is before a most recent one of the observation times at which the moving speed observation device
821 has observed the moving speed of the moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 estimates the
moving speed of the moving object at the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has
observed the object, based on a result of the smoothing process, using the processing device 911. Alternatively, when
the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is before the most
recent observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the
moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 predicts the moving speed of the moving object at the
observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object, based on the result of
the smoothing process, using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 determines
whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, using the processing device
911 and the estimated or predicted moving speed of the moving object.
[0072] The object correlation unit 230 performs a correlation process about an object observed by the peripheral object
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observation device 811 and determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220, using the processing
device 911. That is, the object correlation unit 230 determines results of the observations of the identical stationary
object a plurality of times from among results of the observations of the objects by the peripheral object observation
device 811. The object correlation unit 230 stores data indicating a result of the determination, using the storage device
914. The data stored by the object correlation unit 230 is referred to as "correlation result data".
The object correlation unit 230 receives the still determination result data stored by the stationary object determination
unit 220, using the processing device 911, for example. The object correlation unit 230 receives one unprocessed
peripheral object observation data on the object determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220
from among the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211, based on a result
of the determination indicated by the received still determination result data, using the processing device 911. The object
correlation unit 230 obtains the object observation time data indicating the observation time at which the peripheral
object observation device 811 has observed the object and the relative position observation value data indicating the
relative position of the object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811,
from the received peripheral object observation data, using the processing device 911.
When the trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to the moving object estimated from processed peripheral
object observation data is present, the object correlation unit 230 determines whether or not the observation time and
the relative position indicated by the obtained data fit the trajectory, using the processing device 911. When the observation
time and the relative position fit a plurality of trajectories, the object correlation unit 230 determines one of the trajectories
which the observation time and the relative position indicated by the obtained data best fit, using the processing device
911. The object correlation unit 230 incorporates the observation time and the relative position indicated by the obtained
data into the best fit trajectory, and thereby updates the trajectory, using the processing device 911.
When the observation time and the relative position indicated by the obtained data fit no trajectory, the object correlation
unit 230 determines whether or not there is one of other peripheral object observation data fitting no trajectory that may
form a new trajectory, using the processing device 911. When there is the peripheral object observation data that may
form the new trajectory, the object correlation unit 230 generates the new trajectory, using the processing device 911.
The object correlation unit 230 stores data indicating the generated or updated trajectory, using the storage device 914.
[0073] The absolute position and the orientation of the moving object are not known. Thus, the correlation process by
the object correlation unit 230 is performed, based on the relative position (apparent position) of the object relative to
the moving object.
[0074] Fig. 21 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a moving trajectory 751 of a moving object 801 and
trajectories 761 to 766 of relative positions of objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object 801.
It is assumed, for example, that the moving object 801 has meandered, as indicated by the moving trajectory 751.
Further, it is assumed that the objects 703 to 708 are still.
[0075] At a time 785, the peripheral object observation device 811 observes relative positions 741a to 741f of the
objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object 801.
At a time 786, the peripheral object observation device 811 observes relative positions 742a to 742f of the objects 703
to 708 relative to the moving object 801.
At a time 787, the peripheral object observation device 811 observes relative positions 743a to 743f of the objects 703
to 708 relative to the moving object 801.
The object correlation unit 230 performs the correlation process based on these results of the observations, thereby
generating the trajectories 761 to 766.
[0076] As described above, the relative positions of the stationary objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object
801 change with movement of the moving object 801. Particularly when the moving object 801 turns around, directions
in which the objects 703 to 708 are seen greatly change. Thus, the relative positions of the objects 703 to 708 relative
to the moving object 801 also greatly change.
For this reason, the trajectories 761 to 766 of the relative positions of the stationary objects 703 to 708 relative to the
moving object 801 may form a complex shape as shown in Fig. 21.
[0077] When the peripheral object observation device 811 observes the stationary objects 703 to 708, the respective
relative positions of the objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object 801 greatly change with movement or turn of
the moving object 801. However, a positional relationship among the objects 703 to 708 remains unchanged. Not only
directions of the relative positions of the objects 703 to 708 relative to the moving object 801 change with turn of the
moving object 801, but also directions and distances of the relative positions of the objects 703 to 708 relative to the
moving object 801 change with movement of the moving object 801. On contrast therewith, since the objects 703 to 708
are still, distances between the respective objects 703 to 708 remain unchanged, even if the moving object 801 has
moved or turned. Only directions among the objects 703 to 708 change with turn of the moving object 801.
[0078] Taking advantage of this phenomenon, the object correlation unit 230 predicts relative positions of the objects
relative to the moving object 801 observed by the peripheral object observation device 811, using the processing device
911. The object correlation unit 230 performs the correlation process using the processing device 911 and a result of
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prediction.
[0079] The object correlation unit 230 selects one stationary object from among a plurality of objects observed by the
peripheral object observation device 811 in one scanning cycle, using the processing device 911, for example. The
object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates of relative positions of a plurality of stationary objects relative to the
moving object 801 observed in the current scanning cycle in parallel so that coordinates of the selected object coincide
with the origin, using the processing device 911. Similarly, the object correlation unit 230 selects one stationary object
from among a plurality of objects observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in an immediately preceding
scanning cycle, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates of relative
positions of a plurality of stationary objects relative to the moving object 801 observed in the immediately preceding
scanning cycle in parallel so that coordinates of the selected object coincide with the origin, using the processing device
911.
The object correlation unit 230 rotates coordinates obtained by the parallel translation of the coordinates of the relative
positions of the stationary objects observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in the current scanning
cycle with respect to the origin, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 computes a distance
between each of coordinates resulting from the rotation and each of coordinates obtained by the parallel translation of
the relative positions of the stationary objects observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in the immediately
preceding scanning cycle, using the processing device 911. When the computed distance is smaller than a predetermined
threshold value, the object correlation unit 230 regards the objects corresponding to the two coordinates as the identical
object and counts the number of pairs of the coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded as the coordinates of the
identical object, using the processing device 911.
Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 repeats this operation by changing an angle of rotation,
and obtains the angle having the largest number of the pairs of the coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded as
the coordinates of the identical object.
Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 repeats this operation by changing a combination of
the object selected from the plurality of objects observed in the current scanning cycle and the object selected from the
plurality of objects observed in the immediately preceding scanning cycle, thereby obtaining the combination and the
angle of rotation having the largest number of the pairs of the coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded as the
coordinates of the identical object.
[0080] Fig. 22 is a diagram for explaining the operation of the object correlation unit 230 in this embodiment.
Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 selects a relative position 741c, for example, from among
relative positions 741a to 741f of stationary objects relative to the moving object 801 observed by the peripheral object
observation device 811 in an immediately preceding scanning cycle. The object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates
of the relative positions 741a to 741f in parallel so that the coordinates of the relative position 741c coincide with the origin.
Next, using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 selects a relative position 742c, for example, from
among relative positions 742a to 742f of stationary objects relative to the moving object 801 observed by the peripheral
object observation device 811 in a current scanning cycle. The object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates of the
relative positions 742a to 742f in parallel so that the coordinates of the relative position 742c coincide with the origin.
The object correlation unit 230 rotates coordinates of the relative positions 742a to 742f obtained by the parallel translation
with respect to the origin, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 compares coordinates of the
relation positions 742a to 742f resulting from the rotation with coordinates of the relative positions 741a to 741f obtained
by the parallel translation to count the number of pairs of the coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded as the
coordinates of the identical object.
[0081] When a combination of the relative positions selected by the object correlation unit 230 is the pair of the relative
positions of the identical object actually observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 and the angle of
rotation of the coordinates matches the turn angle of the moving object 801, the number of pairs of the coordinates,
each pair of which may be regarded as the coordinates of the identical object, is the largest.
The object correlation unit 230 determines the combination of the relative positions having the largest number of pairs
of the coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded as the coordinates of the identical object, as relative positions
obtained by observation of the identical object by the peripheral object observation device 811. The object correlation
unit 230 determines the combination of the relative positions corresponding to the pair of the coordinates which was
regarded as the coordinates of the identical object, as the relative positions obtained by observation of the identical
object by the peripheral object observation device 811.
[0082] As described above, the object correlation unit 230 performs the correlation process only about the object
determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220. Thus, even if the moving trajectory of the moving
object 801 is not unknown, the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 may be correlated and
tracked.
[0083] The object correlation unit 230 may be configured to correlate and track all combinations of relative positions.
Alternatively, the object correlation unit 230 may be configured to narrow down the combinations of relative positions
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for correlation and tracking, using information such as the moving speed of the moving object 801 observed by the
moving speed observation device 821.
Further, the object correlation unit 230 may be configured not to limit the range of the angle by which the coordinates
translated in parallel is rotated. Alternatively, the object correlation unit 230 may be configured to narrow down the angle,
using information such as an angular velocity of the moving object 801 observed by an angular velocity observation device.
[0084] When the above-mentioned pairs of coordinates are concentrated into a narrow range, the narrow range may
be details of one object. Accordingly, the object correlation unit 230 may be configured not to compare the number of
pairs of coordinates, each pair of which may be regarded the coordinates of the identical object, but to compare the area
of a convex polygon with vertices thereof being the pairs of coordinates each pair of which may be regarded as the
coordinates of the identical object. A combination of the relative positions or the rotation angle having the largest area
of the convex polygon should be thereby determined.
[0085] The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes an approximate curve that approximates the configu-
ration of a road on which the moving object 801 is located, based on a result of the determination by the stationary object
determination unit 220 and a result of the determination by the object correlation unit 230, using the processing device 911.
The approximate curve computation unit 240 uses the relative positions of the objects relative to the moving object 801
determined to be a result of the observation of the identical stationary object by the peripheral object observation device
811, for example.
The approximate curve computation unit 240 determines a time for computing the relative positions of the stationary
objects relative to the moving object 801 at the time, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve computation
unit 240 computes the relative position of each of the objects relative to the moving object determined to have a plurality
of observation results by the object correlation unit 230 at the determined time, based on the plurality of results of the
observations of the object by the peripheral object observation device 811.
[0086] When stationary objects are assumed to be present at an edge of a road, the configuration of the edge of the
road may be estimated by connecting positions of the stationary objects. However, there is an observation error or the
like. Accordingly, it is necessary to smooth a line obtained by connecting the positions of the stationary objects. The
approximate curve computation unit 240 approximates the configuration of the edge of the road by a predetermined
function such as a quadratic curve or a circle.
The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of
the road based on a plurality of the computed relative positions of the stationary objects at a same time, using the
processing device 911. The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes coefficients of the approximate curve
using the processing device 911. Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve computation unit 240 computes
the coefficients of the approximate curve by a least square method or the like, for example.
[0087] The relative positions used for computing the approximate curve by the approximate curve computation unit
240 are relative positions of the objects determined to be the stationary objects by the stationary object determination
unit 220 and determined to have been observed two or more times by the object correlation unit 230. Accordingly, there
is little likelihood of erroneous observation of a signal due to noise or erroneous determination of an object that is not
still to be still.
With this arrangement, influences of erroneous detection and erroneous determination may be excluded. Accuracy of
road configuration estimation may be thereby increased.
[0088] The approximate curve computation unit 240 may be configured to compute an approximate curve using only
relative positions of an object determined to have been observed a predetermined (such as five) number of times or
more by the object correlation unit 230. The larger the threshold value for the number of times is, possibility of the
erroneous detection or the erroneous determination is reduced. Reliability is therefore increased. However, when the
threshold is large, the number of objects capable of being used for computation of the approximate curve is reduced.
Further, it takes time from when an object has entered into a range that may be observed by the peripheral object
observation device 811 until the relative position of the object may be used for computation of the approximate curve.
Accordingly, the configuration of the road at a far location cannot be estimated. For this reason, preferably, the threshold
value is set to four to six times, for example.
[0089] The approximate curve computation unit 240 may be configured to compute the coefficients of the approximate
curve using the weighted least square method with the number of times where an identical object has been observed.
That is, the larger the number of times at which the identical object has been observed, the lower the possibility of the
erroneous detection or the erroneous determination is. Weighting is therefore increased for such an object having a
large number of observation times. Conversely, when the number of times at which the identical object has been observed
is small, there is a possibility of the erroneous detection or the erroneous determination. Thus, weighting is reduced for
such an identical object having a small number of observation times. The approximate curve computation unit 240
computes the approximate curve in which the sum of square of weighted residuals is minimized, using the processing
device 911. With this arrangement, the configuration of a road at a remote location may be estimated while excluding
the influences of the erroneous detection and erroneous determination.
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[0090] Fig. 23 is a diagram showing an example of a relationship between an approximate curve 750 and each of
relative positions 743a to 743c of objects relative to the moving object 801.
The approximate curve 750 computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 is a circle, for example. This
example uses a relative coordinate system where the moving object 801 is set to the origin, a running direction of the
moving object 801 is indicated by a Y axis, and a right direction perpendicular to the running direction is indicated by an
X axis. The approximate curve 750 in this relative coordinate system can be expressed by the following equation, for
example: 

where Ox denotes an x coordinate of a center 751 of the circle, which is the approximate curve 750. R denotes a radius
752 of the circle, which is the approximate curve 750.
In this example, the center 751 is assumed to be on the X axis. When the moving object 801 moves along a road
configuration, the center of the circle ought to be located just beside the moving object 801. In this case, a distance 753
from the moving object 801 to the edge of the road is a difference between the x coordinate Ox of the center 751 and
the radius 752.
[0091] The number of correlated objects is denoted as n, and relative coordinates of an i-th one of the correlated n
objects relative to the moving object 801 computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 is denoted as (xi,
yi). A residual 754 can be defined to be a distance obtained by subtracting the radius 752 from the distance between
the object and the center 751.

where εi denotes the residual 754 of the i-th object.
[0092] The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes the X coordinate Ox of the center 751 and the radius
R whereby the sum of square of weighted residuals defined by the following equation is minimized: 

where J denotes the sum of square of weighted residuals. Wi denotes the weight of the i-th object. The weight Wi indicates
the number of times of correlation of the i-th object, for example.
[0093] Fig. 24 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of a road configuration estimation process S500
in this embodiment.
In the road configuration estimation process S500, the road configuration estimation apparatus 200 estimates the angular
velocity of a moving object or the like. The road configuration estimation process S500 includes an observation result
acquisition step S510, a still determination step S520, an object correlation step S530, and an approximate curve
computation step S550, for example.
[0094]  In the observation result acquisition step S510, the relative position acquisition unit 211 and the moving speed
acquisition unit 212 respectively obtain results of the observations by the peripheral object observation device 811 and
the moving speed observation device 821.
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In the still determination step S520, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines whether or not an object
observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, based on the observation results obtained in the
observation result acquisition step S510.
In the object correlation step S530, the object correlation unit 230 performs the correlation process about the object
determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220 in the still determination step S520.
In the approximate curve computation step S550, the approximate curve computation unit 240 computes the approximate
curve, based on the observation results obtained in the observation result acquisition step S510 and a result obtained
by the correlation process by the object correlation unit 230 in the object correlation step S530.
The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 returns the procedure to the observation result acquisition step S510
to repeat the procedure.
[0095] Fig. 25 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of the observation result acquisition step S510 in
this embodiment.
The observation result acquisition step S510 includes a relative position acquisition step S511 and a moving speed
acquisition step S512, for example.
[0096]  In the relative position acquisition step S511, the relative position acquisition unit 211 determines whether or
not the peripheral object observation device 811 outputs the signal indicating the observation result, using the processing
device 911. When the relative position acquisition unit 211 determines that the peripheral object observation device 811
outputs the signal, the relative position acquisition unit 211 receives the signal output by the peripheral object observation
device 811, using the input device 902. The relative position acquisition unit 211 obtains the observation result indicated
by the input signal, using the processing device 911. The relative position acquisition unit 211 generates peripheral
object observation data indicating the obtained observation result, using the processing device 911. The peripheral
object observation data generated by the relative position acquisition unit 211 includes object observation time data,
relative position observation value data, and relative speed observation value data, for example.
The object observation time data indicates a time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed
the object.
The object observation time data is integer value data in which an elapse of time from a predetermined time is expressed
in millisecond, for example. Alternatively, the object observation time data is a set of integer value data indicating the
number for a frame and integer value data expressing an elapse of time from the start time of the frame in millisecond.
One frame is one cycle of scanning by the peripheral object observation device 811. The length of one frame is 0.2
seconds, for example.
The relative position observation value data indicates the relative position of the object relative to the moving object
observed by the peripheral object observation device 811. The relative position observation value data is a set of two
real value data expressing coordinates of the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in meter
in a moving-object referenced relative coordinate system in which the moving object is set to the origin, a running direction
of the moving object is set to a Y axis, and a right direction perpendicular to the running direction of the moving object
is set to an X axis, for example. Alternatively, the relative position observation value data is a set of real value data
expressing a distance between the object and the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation device
811 in meter and real value data expressing an angle between the running direction of the moving object and a direction,
in which the object is seen from the moving object, observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in radian.
The relative speed observation value data indicates the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object observed
by the peripheral object observation device 811. The relative speed observation value data is a set of two real value
data expressing components of a relative speed vector of the object relative to the moving object observed by the
peripheral object observation device 811 in meter per second in the moving-object-referenced relative coordinate system,
for example. Alternatively, the relative speed observation value data is real number value data expressing a component
of the relative speed of the object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation device
811 in the direction of a distance between the object and the moving object in meter per second.
The relative position acquisition unit 211 stores the generated peripheral object observation data, using the storage
device 914.
[0097] In the moving speed acquisition step S512, the moving speed acquisition unit 212 determines whether or not
the moving speed observation device 821 outputs the signal indicating the observation result, using the processing
device 911. When it is determined that the moving speed observation device 821 outputs the signal, the moving speed
acquisition unit 212 receives the signal output by the moving speed observation device 821, using the input device 902.
The moving speed acquisition unit 212 obtains the observation result indicated by the received signal, using the processing
device 911. The moving speed acquisition unit 212 generates moving speed data indicating the obtained observation
result, using the processing device 911. The moving speed data generated by the moving speed acquisition unit 212
includes moving speed observation time data and moving speed observation value data, for example.
The moving speed observation time data indicates a time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has
observed the moving speed of the moving object. The moving speed observation time data is integer value data expressing
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an elapse of time from a predetermined time in millisecond, for example.
The moving speed observation value data indicates the moving speed of the moving object observed by the moving
speed observation device 821. The moving speed observation value data is real value data expressing the moving speed
of the moving object observed by the moving speed observation device 821 in meter per second; for example.
The moving speed acquisition unit 212 stores the generated moving speed data, using the storage device 914.
[0098] Expression formats of the observation times of the object observation time data and the moving speed obser-
vation time data may be different if mutual conversion of the expression formats is possible.
[0099] Fig. 26 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of the still determination step S520 in this embod-
iment.
The still determination step S520 includes a moving speed observation time acquisition step S521, an object selection
step S522, an observation time comparison step S523, and a speed comparison step S524, for example.
[0100] In the moving speed observation time acquisition step S521, the stationary object determination unit 220 obtains
one of the moving speed data stored by the moving speed acquisition unit 212 having a most recent observation time,
using the processing device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the most recent observation time
at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the moving object from moving
speed observation time data included in the obtained moving speed data, using the processing device 911. The stationary
object determination unit 220 obtains the moving speed of the moving object observed by the moving speed observation
device 821 from moving speed observation value data included in the obtained moving speed data, using the processing
device 911.
When the moving speed observation device 821 does not observe a new moving speed after the still determination step
S520 has been executed at an immediately preceding time, the stationary object determination unit 220 may finish the
still determination step S520 without performing subsequent processes. The stationary object determination unit 220
compares a most recent observation time obtained when the moving speed observation time acquisition step S521 has
been executed at the immediately preceding time with the most recent observation time obtained at a current time, using
the processing device 911, for example. When the observation times are the same, the stationary object determination
unit 220 finishes the still determination step S520.
[0101] In the object selection step S522, using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit
220 selects one of the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211 in the relative
position acquisition step S511, on which determination as to whether the object is still or not has not been done yet.
When the stationary object determination unit 220 determines about certain peripheral object observation data whether
or not the object in the peripheral object observation data is still in the speed comparison step S524 that will be described
later, for example, the stationary object determination unit 220 associates and stores still determination result data
indicating a result of the determination with the peripheral object observation data, using the storage device 914.
By determining whether or not still determination result data associated with certain peripheral object observation data
is stored, using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines determination about
the peripheral object observation data whether or not the object is still has been finished.
When the peripheral object observation data to be selected is not present, the stationary object determination unit 220
finishes the still determination step S520, using the processing device 911.
When one or more peripheral object observation data to be selected are present, the stationary object determination
unit 220 selects one of the peripheral object observation data, using the processing device 911. The stationary object
determination unit 220 proceeds to the observation time comparison step S523, using the processing device 911.
[0102] In the observation time comparison step S523, the stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the obser-
vation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object from object observation time
data included in the peripheral object observation data selected in the object selection step S522, using the processing
device 911. The stationary object determination unit 220 compares the obtained observation time with the observation
time obtained in the moving speed observation time acquisition step S521, using the processing device 911.
When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is after the
most recent observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the
moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 does not determine whether or not the object in the peripheral
object observation data is still. The stationary object determination unit 220 returns the procedure to the object selection
step S522, using the processing device 911, and selects a subsequent one of the peripheral observation data.
When the observation time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object is before the
most recent observation time at which the moving speed observation device 821 has observed the moving speed of the
moving object, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines whether or not the object in the peripheral object
observation data is still. Using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 proceeds to the
speed comparison step S524.
[0103] In the speed comparison step S524, the stationary object determination unit 220 obtains the relative speed of
the object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 from relative speed
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observation value data included in the peripheral object observation data selected in the object selection step S522,
using the processing device 911. Using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 determines
whether or not the object is still, based on the obtained relative speed and the moving speed of the moving object
obtained in the moving speed observation time acquisition step S521. The stationary object determination unit 220
generates still determination data indicating a result of the determination, using the processing device 911. The stationary
object determination unit 220 associates and stores the generated still determination data with the peripheral object
observation data selected in the object selection step S522, using the storage unit 914.
Using the processing device 911, the stationary object determination unit 220 returns the procedure to the object selection
step S522 to select the subsequent one of the peripheral object observation data.
[0104] Fig. 27 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of the object correlation step S530 in this embod-
iment.
The object correlation step S530 includes an immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531, a
current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, an immediately preceding frame object selection step S533, an
immediately preceding frame object parallel translation step S534, a current frame object selection step S535, a current
frame object parallel translation step S536, a rotation angle selection step S537, a current frame object rotation step
S538, a distance computation step S539, an identical object determination step S540, a threshold value determination
step S541, and an identical object storage step S542.
[0105] In the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531, the object correlation unit 230
obtains all peripheral object observation data on objects observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in
an immediately preceding frame and determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220 in the still
determination step S520 from among the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition
unit 211, using the processing device 911.
Using the processing device 911, for each of the obtained peripheral object observation data, the object correlation unit
230 obtains the number of frames having the peripheral object observation data determined by the object correlation
unit 230 that the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed identical objects in the obtained peripheral
object observation data and peripheral object observation data in one or more frames before the immediately preceding
frame.
Assume that in the identical object storage step S542 which will be described later, for example, the object correlation
unit 230 has determined that peripheral object observation data on an object observed by the peripheral object observation
device 811 in a certain frame indicates the identical object in the peripheral object observation data observed by the
peripheral object observation device 811 in a frame preceding the certain frame, using the processing device 911. Then,
the object correlation unit 230 generates correlation count data indicating the number of times of correlation. The number
of times of correlation indicates the number of frames in which it has been determined that the identical object has been
observed. The object correlation unit 230 associates and stores the correlation count data with the peripheral object
observation data, using the storage device 914. When the peripheral object observation data determined to be obtained
by observation of the identical object in a frame preceding the certain frame has no associated correlation count data,
the object correlation unit 230 generates the correlation count data in which the number of times of correlation is set to
"one". When the correlation count data associated with the peripheral object observation data determined to be obtained
by observation of the identical object is present, the object correlation unit 230 generates new correlation count data
having the number of times of correlation obtained by incrementing the number of times of correlation indicated by the
correlation count data by one.
Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 obtains the number of times of correlation indicated by
the correlation count data stored associated with the obtained peripheral object observation data. The object correlation
unit 230 thereby obtains the number of frames in which it has been determined that the identical object was observed.
The object correlation unit 230 ranks all the obtained peripheral object observation data in the descending order of the
obtained number of the frames, using the processing device 911. The larger the number of correlated frames is, the
lower the possibility that the peripheral object observation data is obtained by erroneous detection due to noise or the
like, and the lower the possibility of the erroneous recognition of a moving object to be still. For this reason, the peripheral
object observation data having a large number of correlated frames is highly likely to be correlated with peripheral object
observation data in a current frame as well. By ranking the peripheral object observation data in the descending order
of the possibility of being correlated with the peripheral object observation data in the current frame in advance, the
amount of computation in the object correlation step S530 may be reduced.
[0106] In the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, the object correlation unit 230 obtains all peripheral
object observation data on objects observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in a most recent frame and
determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220 in the still determination step S520 from among the
peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211, using the processing device 911.
[0107] In the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533, the object correlation unit 230 selects one of
the peripheral object observation data in the order of the ranking in the immediately preceding frame stationary object
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acquisition step S531 from among the peripheral object observation data obtained in the immediately preceding frame
stationary object acquisition step S531, using the processing device 911.
When all the peripheral object observation data obtained in the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition
step S531 have been already selected and no peripheral object observation data to be selected is present, the object
correlation unit 230 proceeds to the identical object storage step S542, using the processing device 911.
[0108] When there are the peripheral object observation data that have not been selected yet, the object correlation
unit 230 selects one of the peripheral object observation data that have not been selected yet, using the processing
device 911. The object correlation unit 230 predicts the relative position of an object that is identical to the object in the
selected peripheral object observation data and that will be observed by the peripheral object observation device 811
in the current frame. Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 makes prediction, based on a state
quantity such as the trajectory of the relative position of the correlated object relative to the moving object in the frames
up to the immediately preceding frame, for example.
[0109] In the immediately preceding frame object parallel translation step S534, using the processing device 911, the
object correlation unit 230 subtracts coordinates of relative positions of the objects relative to the moving object indicated
by relative position observation value data included in the peripheral object observation data selected in the current
frame stationary object acquisition step S532 from coordinates of relative positions of the objects relative to the moving
object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 indicated by relative position observation value data
included in all of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the immediately preceding frame stationary object
acquisition step S531, thereby translating the coordinates of the objects in parallel. The object correlation unit 230 stores
data indicating coordinates obtained by parallel translation for each of the peripheral object observation data obtained
in the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531, using the storage device 914.
[0110] In the current frame object selection step S535, using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit
230 ranks the peripheral object observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532
in the order of closeness of the relative position of each object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral
object observation device 811 indicated by relative position observation value data included in the peripheral object
observation data to the relative position predicted in the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533. This
operation is performed because the shorter the distance of the relative position of the object to the predicted relative
position is, the higher the possibility that the identical object has been observed is. The object correlation unit 230 may
be configured to extract only the peripheral object observation data where the distance between its relative position and
the predicted relative position shorter than a predetermined threshold value, and then ranks the extracted data in the
order of closeness of the relative positions.
Using the processing device 911, the object correlation unit 230 selects one of the peripheral object observation data
obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532 (or the extracted peripheral object observation data
each having the distance to the relative position predicted in the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533
shorter than the predetermined threshold value) in the order of closeness of the distance to the relative position predicted
in the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533.
When all of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532
(or the extracted peripheral object observation data each having the distance to the relative position predicted in the
immediately preceding frame object selection step S533 shorter than the predetermined threshold value) have been
already selected, and no peripheral object observation data to be selected is present, the object correlation unit 230
returns the procedure to the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533, using the processing device 911,
and selects a subsequent one of the peripheral object observation data selected in the immediately preceding frame
stationary object acquisition step S531.
When there are the peripheral object observation data that have not been selected yet, the object correlation unit 230
selects one of the peripheral object observation data that have not been selected yet, using the processing device 911,
and proceeds to the current frame object parallel translation step S536.
[0111] In the current frame object parallel translation step S536, using the processing device 911, the object correlation
unit 230 subtracts coordinates of the relative position of the object relative to the moving object indicated by the relative
position observation value data included in the peripheral object observation data selected in the current frame object
selection step S535 from coordinates of relative positions of the objects observed by the peripheral object observation
device 811 indicated by the relative position observation value data included in all of the peripheral object observation
data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, thereby translating the coordinates of the
objects in parallel. The object correlation unit 230 stores data indicating coordinates obtained by translating in parallel
for each of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532,
using the storage device 914.
[0112] In the rotation angle selection step S537, the object correlation unit 230 assumes that the peripheral object
observation data selected in the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533 and the peripheral object
observation data selected in the current frame object selection step S535 are the peripheral object observation data
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indicating observation results obtained by observation of the identical object, and estimates the turn angle of the moving
object, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 may be configured to use the angular velocity
of the moving object observed by the angular speed observation device or the like for estimation of the turn angle. The
object correlation unit 230 determines a plurality of rotation angles for trial, based on the estimated turn angle, using the
processing device 911.
The object correlation unit 230 selects one of the determined rotation angles in the order of closeness to the estimated
turn angle, using the processing device 911.
When all of the determined rotation angles have already been selected and no rotation angle to be selected is present,
the object correlation unit 230 returns the procedure to the current frame object selection step S535, using the processing
device 911, and selects a subsequent one of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the current frame
stationary object acquisition step S532.
When an unselected one of the rotation angles is present, the object correlation unit 230 selects the unselected one of
the rotation angles, using the processing device 911, and proceeds to the current frame object rotation step S538.
[0113] In the current frame object rotation step S538, the object correlation unit 230 rotates the coordinates of the
objects obtained by parallel translation in the current time object parallel translation step S536 for all the peripheral object
observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, with respect to the origin by the
rotation angle selected in the rotation angle selection step S537, using the processing device 911.
[0114] In the distance computation step S539, for all combinations of all the peripheral object observation data obtained
in the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531 and all the peripheral object observation data
obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, using the processing device 911, the object
correlation unit 230 computes distances between the respective coordinates about the peripheral object observation
data obtained in the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531, obtained by parallel translation
in the immediately preceding frame object parallel translation step S534 and respective coordinates about the peripheral
object observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532, obtained by rotation in the
current frame object rotation step S538. The object correlation unit 230 generates pairs of the peripheral object observation
data obtained in the immediately preceding frame stationary object acquisition step 5531 and the peripheral object
observation data obtained in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532 in the ascending order of the
computed distances, using the processing device 911.
[0115] In the identical object determination step S540, the object correlation unit 230 counts the number of the pairs
of the peripheral object observation data generated in the distance computation step S539 each having the computed
distance shorter than a predetermined threshold value. The object correlation unit 230 compares the counted number
of the pairs with the maximum value of the number of the pairs having been counted so far in the identical object
determination step S540 during the current prosecution of the object correlation step S530, using the processing device
911.
When it is found that the current counted number of the pairs is smaller than the maximum value of the number of the
pairs counted so far, the object correlation unit 230 returns the procedure to the rotation angle selection step S537 to
select a subsequent one of the rotation angles.
When it is found that the current counted number of the pairs is larger than the maximum value of the number of the
pairs counted so far, the object correlation unit 230 stores data indicating the pairs each having the computed distance
shorter than the predetermined threshold value from among the pairs generated in the distance computation step S539
and the counted number of the pairs, using the storage device 914. The object correlation unit 230 proceeds to the
threshold determination step S541, using the processing device 911.
[0116] In the threshold determination step S541, the object correlation unit 230 compares the number of the pairs
counted in the distance computation step S539 with a predetermined threshold value, using the processing device 911.
When it is found that the counted number of the pairs is smaller than the threshold value, the object correlation unit 230
returns the procedure to the rotation angle selection step S537 to select the subsequent one of the rotation angles.
When it is found that the counted number of the pairs is larger than the threshold value, the object correlation unit 230
proceeds to the identical object storage step S542, using the processing device 911. The reason for this operation is as
follows. Since the process is tried in the descending order of the possibility that correlation may be taken, it is highly
likely that a correct combination and a correct rotation angle may be found in an early stage. Thus, the amount of
computation is reduced not by performing trial of the process after it has been found that the counted number of the
pairs is larger than the threshold value.
The threshold value used in the comparison may be a predefined constant. Alternatively, the object correlation unit 230
may compute the threshold, based on the number of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the immediately
preceding frame stationary object acquisition step S531 and the number of the peripheral object observation data obtained
in the current frame stationary object acquisition step S532. To take an example, the object correlation unit 230 compares
the number of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the immediately preceding frame stationary object
acquisition step S531 with the number of the peripheral object observation data obtained in the current frame stationary
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object acquisition step S532 to obtain the smaller number of the peripheral object observation data, and multiplies the
obtained number by a predetermined constant (such as 0.6), thereby computing the threshold value.
[0117] In the identical object storage step S542, the object correlation unit 230 determines the pairs indicated by the
data stored in the identical object determination step S540 to be the peripheral object observation data indicating the
result of the observation of identical objects by the peripheral object observation device 811, using the processing device
911. The object correlation unit 230 generates the above-mentioned correlation count data as correlation result data
indicating the result of the determination, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 generates
data indicating which peripheral object observation data are the peripheral object observation data indicating the result
of the observation of an identical object by the peripheral object observation device 811 as the correlation result data,
using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 assigns a number to an object observed by the peripheral
object observation device 811, for example, using the processing device 911. The object correlation unit 230 associates
and stores data indicating the assigned number with the peripheral object observation data, using the storage device
914. The object correlation unit 230 assigns the same number to the peripheral object observation data as that assigned
for a peripheral object observation data in an immediately preceding frame, when the peripheral object observation data
is determined to indicate the result of the observation of the object observed by the peripheral object observation device
811 identical to that indicated by the peripheral object observation data in the immediately preceding frame. The object
correlation unit 230 assigns a different number to the other peripheral object observation data from that assigned to any
of the peripheral object observation data.
[0118] Fig. 28 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of the approximate curve computation step S550
in this embodiment.
The approximate curve computation step S550 includes a correlated object selection step S551, a weight computation
step S552, a relative position computation step S553, and a coefficient computation step S554.
[0119] In the correlated object selection step S551, using the processing device 911, the approximate curve compu-
tation unit 240 selects one of the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211
on an object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in a most recent frame. The peripheral object
observation data is selected when the object correlation unit 230 has determined in the object correlation step S530 that
it indicates a result of the observation of the object identical to that in the peripheral object observation data observed
by the peripheral object observation device 811 in an immediately preceding frame. The approximate curve computation
unit 240 selects from among the peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211,
the peripheral object observation data on which associated correlation count data has been stored by the object correlation
unit 230, using the processing device 911, for example.
When the peripheral object observation data for which correlation has been taken are already selected and no peripheral
object observation data to be selected is present, the approximate curve computation unit 240 proceeds to the coefficient
computation step S554, using the processing device 911.
When there is unselected peripheral object observation data in the peripheral object observation data for which correlation
has been taken, the approximate curve computation unit 240 selects the unselected peripheral object observation data
and then proceeds to the weight computation step S552, using the processing device 911.
[0120] In the weight computation step S552, the approximate curve computation unit 240 computes a weight Wi, based
on the number of times of correlation of the peripheral object observation data selected in the correlated object selection
step S551, using the processing device 911.
[0121] In the relative position computation step S553, the approximate curve computation unit 240 computes a relative
position (xi, yi) of the object indicated by the peripheral object observation data selected by the correlated object selection
step S551 relative to the moving object at a certain time, using the processing device 911.
The approximate curve computation unit 240 returns the procedure to the correlated object selection step S551 to select
a subsequent one of the peripheral object observation data, using the processing device 911.
[0122]  In the coefficient computation step S554, the approximate curve computation unit 240 computes the coefficients
Ox and R by which the sum of square of weighted residuals J is minimized, based on the weight Wi computed in the
weight computation step S552 and the relative position (xi, yi) computed in the relative position computation step S553.
The approximate curve computation unit 240 generates simultaneous equations by which the factors Ox and R that
minimize the sum of square of weighted residuals are obtained, using the processing device 911. Using the processing
device 911, the approximate curve computation unit 240 solves the generated simultaneous equations to compute the
factors Ox and R.

Fifth Embodiment.

[0123] A fifth embodiment will be described, using Figs. 29 to 33.
The same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first to fourth embodiments, thereby
omitting repeated description of the components.
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[0124] Fig. 29 is a system configuration diagram showing an example of an overall configuration of a road configuration
estimation system 800 in this embodiment.
A road configuration estimation apparatus 200 includes an initial value computation unit 250, a reliability level computation
unit 260, and an approximate curve selection unit 270 in addition to the configuration described in the fourth embodiment.
[0125]  The approximate curve computation unit 240 updates an approximate curve computed at an immediately
preceding time, thereby computing an approximate curve at a latest time, instead of individually computing the approx-
imate curve at each times. Whenever the stationary object determination unit 220 determines that an object observed
by the peripheral object observation device 811 is still, the approximate curve computation unit 240 updates the approx-
imate curve, based on a result of the observation by the peripheral object observation device 811, using the processing
device 911. The approximate curve computation unit 240 updates the approximate curve, using a tracking filter such as
an extended Kalman filter.
[0126] The initial value computation unit 250 computes the initial value of the approximate curve computed by the
approximate curve computation unit 240. The initial value computation unit 250 computes the initial value of the approx-
imate curve, based on a result of the determination by the object correlation unit 230, using the processing device 911.
[0127] The reliability level computation unit 260 computes the reliability level of the approximate curve computed by
the approximate curve computation unit 240.
[0128] When a plurality of approximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 are present,
the approximate curve selection unit 270 selects one of the approximate curves computed by the approximate curve
computation unit 240 for adoption, based on the reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit 260.
[0129] The trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to a moving object observed by the peripheral object
observation device 811, reflects movement and a change in the orientation of the moving object. Accordingly, a moving
amount of the moving object is known from the trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to the moving
object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811.
[0130] Fig. 30 is a diagram for explaining a relationship between a parallel translation amount and a rotation angle
used for the correlation process by the object correlation unit 230 and the moving amount of the moving object 801.
The following is assumed: the object correlation unit 230 takes correlation between relative positions 741a to 741f of
stationary objects relative to a moving object 801 observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in a certain
frame and relative positions 742a to 742f of the stationary objects relative to the moving object 801 observed by the
peripheral object observation device 811 in another frame; the object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates of the
relative positions 741a to 741f in parallel using a vector 755 to cause the coordinates of the relative position 741c to
coincide with the origin; the object correlation unit 230 translates coordinates of the relative positions 742a to 742f in
parallel, using a vector 756 to cause the coordinates of the relative position 742c to coincide with the origin and then
rotates the coordinates of the translated relative positions just by a rotation angle 757; and correlation is thereby taken.
[0131] In this case, a difference vector 759 obtained by subtracting the vector 755 from a vector 758 indicates the
moving amount of the moving object 801 in a moving-object-referenced relative coordinate system between those two
frames. The vector 758 is obtained by rotating the vector 756 just by the rotation angle 757.
The rotation angle 757 is the turn angle of the moving object 801 between the two frames.
[0132] When the number of pairs counted at the current time is larger than the maximum value of the number of pairs
counted so far in the identical object determination step S540 described with reference to Fig. 27, for example, the object
correlation unit 230 stores the peripheral object observation data selected in the immediately preceding frame object
selection step S533, the peripheral object observation data selected in the current frame object selection step S535,
and data indicating the rotation angle selected in the rotation angle selection step S537, using the storage device 914.
[0133] The initial value computation unit 250 estimates the moving amount and the turn angle of the moving object,
based on the two peripheral object observation data and the data indicating the rotation angle, which are stored by the
object correlation unit 230. The initial value computation unit 250 obtains the relative position of the object relative to
the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in the most recent frame from the peripheral
object observation data selected by the object correlation unit 230 in the current frame object selection step S535, using
the processing device 911, for example. Using the processing device 911, the initial value computation unit 250 rotates
coordinates indicating the obtained relative position with respect to the origin just by the rotation angle selected by the
object correlation unit 230 in the rotation angle selection step S537. Using the processing device 911, the initial value
computation unit 250 obtains the relative position of the object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral
object observation device 811 in the immediately preceding frame from the peripheral object observation data selected
by the object correlation unit 230 in the immediately preceding frame object selection step S533. Using the processing
device 911, the initial value computation unit 250 computes a difference obtained by subtracting coordinates obtained
by the rotation from coordinates indicating the obtained relative position, and sets the computed difference to the esti-
mation value of the moving amount of the moving object. Using the processing device 911, the initial value computation
unit 250 sets the rotation angle selected by the object correlation unit 230 in the rotation angle selection step S537 to
the estimation value of the turn angle of the moving object.
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[0134] When a moving object such as a motor vehicle is running on a road, the moving object may be considered to
make movement along the configuration of the road under normal conditions. For this reason, the moving amount and
the turn angle of the moving object estimated by the initial value computation unit 250 reflect the configuration of a portion
of the road on which the moving object has already passed.
The initial value computation unit 250 computes the curvature of the road on which the moving object is running, based
on the estimated moving amount and the estimated turn angle of the moving object, using the processing device 911.
The initial value computation unit 250 computes the quotient by dividing the turn angle by a distance moved by the
moving object, as the curvature of the road, using the processing device 911, for example.
[0135] When the moving speed of the moving object is slow, the moving object does not necessarily move along the
configuration of the road. For this reason, the initial value computation unit 250 may be configured to obtain the moving
speed of the moving object observed by the moving speed observation device 821 based on moving speed data stored
by the moving speed acquisition unit 212, and compares the obtained moving speed with a predetermined threshold
value, using the processing device 911. Then, the initial value computation unit 250 may be configured to compute the
curvature of the road only when the moving speed of the moving object is faster than the threshold value.
[0136] The initial value computation unit 250 computes the distance between the position of a stationary object along
the road and the position where the moving object is running. The initial value computation unit 250 computes of the
center of a circle that approximates the configuration of the road, based on the computed curvature, using the processing
device 911, for example. The initial value computation unit 250 obtains one of relative positions of the object relative to
the moving object correlated by the object correlation unit 230, whose distance from the moving object is closer to a
predetermined threshold value, using the processing device 911. Using the processing device 911, the initial value
computation unit 250 rotates the obtained relative position with respect to the computed center so that the object is
located just lateral to the moving object, thereby estimating a position at which the object passes just lateral to the moving
object. The initial value computation unit 250 computes the distance between the position of the stationary object along
the road and the position where the moving object is running, based on the estimated position, using the processing
device 911. The distance computed by the initial value computation unit 250 becomes the initial value of the X-intercept
of the approximate curve.
[0137] When there are a plurality of relative positions of objects relative to the moving object correlated by the object
correlation unit 230, whose distances from the moving object are closer to the predetermined threshold value, the initial
value computation unit 250 estimates an position at which the object passes just lateral to the moving object for each
relative position, using the processing device 911.
The initial value computation unit 250 groups the plurality of relative positions, based on the estimated positions, using
the processing device 911. When a distance between the estimated positions of the objects is smaller than a predeter-
mined threshold value, the objects having such estimated positions are considered to be arranged in a line. The initial
value computation unit 250 computes the distance between the two of the computed relative positions to compare the
distance with the threshold value, using the processing device 911, for example. When the distance between the two
relative positions is smaller than the threshold value, the initial value computation unit 250 classifies the two relative
positions into a same group, using the processing device 911. When such a group is located on each of the right and
left sides of the moving object, for example, the group on the right side may be considered to be the right edge of the
road, and the group on the left side of the moving object may be considered to be the left edge of the road. When two
of the groups as described above are located on the right side of the moving object, the group closer to the moving
object may be considered to be the median of the road, and the group that is more distant from the moving object may
be considered to be the right edge of the road, in the case of left-hand traffic.
The initial value computation unit 250 averages estimated positions of the relative positions classified into each group
to set the computed mean position as the estimated position of the group, using the processing device 911. When there
are three of the groups as mentioned above, for example, the initial value computation unit 250 estimates three positions.
The initial value computation unit 250 computes three initial values of approximate curves’ X-intercepts. The approximate
curve computation unit 240 computes three approximate curves, based on this computation.
[0138] As described above, the curvature computed by the initial value computation unit 250 based on the moving
amount and the turn angle is the curvature of the portion of the road through which the moving object has already passed.
Accordingly, when the curvature of the road is changed at a point ahead of the moving object, the curvature of a portion
of the road after the change in the curvature is not known. For this reason, the approximate curve computation unit 240
computes the approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road including the portion of the road after
the change in the curvature, using the curvature computed by the initial value computation unit 250 as the initial value
of the curvature.
[0139] Fig. 31 is an explanatory diagram for explaining an operation of the initial value computation unit 250 in this
embodiment.
[0140] When the moving object 801 is located at a position 802, the peripheral object observation device 811 observes
relative positions 744a to 744i of nine objects. The stationary object determination unit 220 determines that the objects
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respectively observed at the relative positions 744a to 744i are still.
When the moving object 801 is moved to a current position, the peripheral object observation device 811 observes
relative positions 745a to 745i of the nine objects. The stationary object determination unit 220 determines that the
objects respectively observed at the positions 745a to 745i are still.
The object correlation unit 230 determines that the relative positions 744a and 745a have resulted from observation of
the identical object. Similarly, the object correlation unit 230 determines that the relative positions 744b and 745b have
resulted from observation of the identical object, the relative positions 744c and 745c have resulted from observation of
the identical object, the relative positions 744d and 745d have resulted from observation of the identical object, the
relative positions 744e and 745e have resulted from observation of the identical object, the relative positions 744f and
745f have resulted from observation of the identical object, the relative positions 744g and 745g have resulted from
observation of the identical object, the relative positions 744h and 745h have resulted from observation of the identical
object, and the relative positions 744i and 745i have resulted from observation of the identical object.
[0141] The initial value computation unit 250 computes a moved distance and a turn angle 778 of the moving object,
based on this determination result. The initial value computation unit 250 computes a turn center 779, based on the
computed moving distance and turn angle 778. The relative positions 745b, 745c, 745e, 745f, 745h, 745i of six objects
from among the relative positions 745a to 745i of nine objects are within a range 777 where a distance from moving
object 801 is shorter than threshold value 776. The initial value computation unit 250 rotates the relative positions 745b,
745c, 745e, 745f, 745h, and 745i of six objects with respect to the turn center 779, thereby computing positions 786b,
786c, 786e, 786f, 786h, and 786i that will be located just lateral to the moving object 801. The initial value computation
unit 250 groups the computed six positions, thereby generating three groups 787a to 787c. The initial value computation
unit 250 averages the positions classified into each of the generated three groups 787a to 787c. The obtained average
position for each group is set as the initial value of the X-intercept of each of three approximate curves.
[0142] This example in Fig. 31 shows a state where the moving object 801 has just passed through a curve and is
then entering into a straight road. Thus, the curvature of the road on which the moving object 801 was running differs
from the curvature of the road on which the moving object 801 will run from now on. This difference leads to an error of
the initial value of the X-intercept of each approximate curve that will be computed by the initial value computation unit
250. The larger a distance from the moving object 801 is, more the error caused by the change in the curvature increases.
For this reason, the initial value computation unit 250 does not compute positions 786a, 786d, and 786g that will be
located just lateral to the moving object 801 for the relative positions 745a, 745d, and 745g of the objects each having
a distance from the moving object 801 larger than the threshold value 776.
[0143] Fig. 32 is a diagram showing an example of approximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation
unit 240 in this embodiment.
A curve 716 indicates a relationship between a distance from the moving object 801 and the curvature of a road. In this
example, the configuration of the road is approximated by the approximate curve that assumes a continuous change in
the curvature of the road. Assume that the curvature at the current position of the moving object is indicated by χ0 and
the curvature at a very far position is indicated by χ∞. Then, the larger the distance from the moving object is, the more
the curvature of the road approaches the curvature χ∞.
A curve 717 approximates a route through which the moving object is running. The curvature of the curve 717 follows
the relationship indicated by the curve 716. Two curves 718a and 718b are approximate curves that approximate con-
figurations of edges of the road. Each of the curves 718a and 718b has a constant distance from the curve 717.
[0144]
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where s denotes a distance from the moving object along the road, and is equal to or more than zero. χ denotes a
curvature of the road and is a function of the distance s. χ0 denotes the curvature when the distance s is zero. χ∞ denotes
the curvature that is gradually approached as the distance s increases. a denotes a change rate of the curvature of the
road, and is smaller than zero. θ denotes a road direction relative to a road direction when the distance s is zero, and
is a function of the distance s. C denotes an approximate curve. w denotes a distance between a running position of the
moving object and an edge of the road.
[0145] The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes the approximate curve expressed by the equation given
above, for example. The approximate curve computation unit 240 uses initial values computed by the initial value
computation unit 250 as initial values of the curvature χ0, the curvature χ∞, and the distance s. Among the initial values
computed by the initial value computation unit 250, the initial values of the curvatures are the initial values of the curvatures
χ0 and χ∞ and the initial value of the X-intercept is the initial value of the distance s. Since the initial value computation
unit 250 does not compute the initial value of the change rate a, the approximate curve computation unit 240 sets a
predetermined value (such as -1 x 10-5) as the initial value of the change rate a.
[0146] The approximate curve is not limited to the curve expressed by this equation, and may be a conic curve such
as a circle or a parabola, a clothoid curve, an elliptic curve, or a hyperelliptic curve.
[0147] When there is no approximate curve being tracked, the approximate curve computation unit 240 generates the
approximate curve in which the initial values computed by the initial value computation unit 250 have been set, using
the processing device 911, and starts tracking.
When there is the approximate curve being tracked, the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines whether
or not the initial values computed by the initial value computation unit 250 are those of the approximate curve being
tracked, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes a difference by sub-
tracting the initial value of the X-intercept computed by the initial value computation unit 250 from the X-intercept of the
approximate curve being tracked, using the processing device 911, for example. Using the processing device 911, the
approximate curve computation unit 240 compares the absolute value of the computed difference with a predetermined
threshold value. When the absolute value of the difference is smaller than the threshold value, the approximate curve
computation unit 240 determines that the initial value belongs to the approximate curve. When the absolute value of the
difference is larger than the threshold value, the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines that the initial value
does not belong to the approximate curve.
When the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines that the initial value computed by the initial value com-
putation unit 250 does not belong to any of approximate curves being tracked, the approximate curve computation unit
240 newly generates an approximate curve where the initial value is set, using the processing device 911.
[0148] When the stationary object determination unit 220 determines that an object observed by the peripheral object
observation device 811 is still, the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines whether or not the relative position
of the object determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit 220 can be regarded as belonging to one
of the approximate curves being tracked, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve computation unit 240
causes all of the approximate curves being tracked to transition in time, thereby causing all of the approximate curves
to coincide with a time at which the peripheral object observation device 811 has observed the object, using the processing
device 911, for example. The approximate curve computation unit 240 computes a distance between each of the ap-
proximate curves that have transitioned in time and the relative position of the object observed by the peripheral object
monitoring device 811, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve computation unit 240 determines the
approximate curve having a shortest computed distance, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve
computation unit 240 compares the computed distance of the determined approximate curve with a predetermined
threshold value, using the processing device 911. When the distance between the relative position of the object and the
approximate curve is smaller than the threshold value, the approximate curve computation unit 240 updates the approx-
imate curve, using the relative position of the object as an observation value, using the processing device 911.
[0149] When the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 is the above-mentioned
approximate curve and a tracking filter used by the approximate curve computation unit 240 for updating the approximate
curve is an extended Kalman filter, the approximate curve computation unit 240 uses state equations given by the
following equations, for example:
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where x denotes a vector representing state quantities. χ0, χ∞, a, and w denotes coefficients of the above-mentioned
approximate curve C. v denotes the moving speed of the moving object. f denotes a function representing a state
transition model. ∆t denotes an elapse of time from updating at an immediately preceding time. Z denotes a vector
representing an amount of observation. xo denotes the X coordinate of the object observed by the peripheral object
observation device 811 in a relative coordinate system relative to the moving object. yo denotes the y coordinate of the
object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 in the relative coordinate system relative to the moving
object. vs denotes the moving speed of the moving object observed by the moving speed observation device 821. h
denotes a function representing an observation model. so denotes a distance from the moving object to a point closest
to the relative position of the object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 on the approximate curve C.
[0150]  The approximate curve computation unit 240 causes all of the approximate curves being tracked to transition
in time whenever the peripheral object observation device 811 observes the relative position of a stationary object, and
updates only the approximate curve that could be correlated with the relative position.
When there are a plurality of the approximate curves each having a distance from the relative position smaller than the
threshold value, the approximate curve computation unit 240 may be configured to update not only the approximate
curve having a smallest distance from the relative position but also all of the plurality of the approximate curves each
having the distance from the relative position smaller than the threshold value.
[0151] The reliability level computation unit 260 computes the reliability level of the approximate curve computed by
the approximate curve computation unit 240, using the processing device 911. The reliability level computation unit 260
computes the reliability level of the approximate curve, based on a spatial variance of the relative position used for
updating the approximate curve by the approximate curve computation unit 240.
[0152] The reliability level computation unit 260 accumulates and stores the distance so from the moving object to the
point on the approximate curve C closest to the relative position used for updating for each approximate curve computed
by the approximate curve computation unit 240, using the storage device 914.
When the approximate curve computation unit 240 performs the time transition process, the reliability level computation
unit 260 computes a difference by subtracting the product between the moving speed v of the moving object and the
transition time ∆t from the distance so for each stored distance so, using the processing device 911. The reliability level
computation unit 260 updates the distance so by the computed difference, and stores the updated distance so, using
the storage device 914. When the distance so is negative, the reliability level computation unit 260 deletes the distance
so, and does not store the updated distance so.
When the approximate curve computation unit 240 performs the updating process of an approximate curve, the reliability
level computation unit 260 obtains information for identifying the approximate curve such as the number for the approx-
imate curve updated by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and the distance so. The reliability level computation
unit 260 stores the obtained distance so together with the already stored distance so, using the storage device 914.
[0153] The reliability level computation unit 260 computes a variance δ2 of the distance so, based on the distance so
stored as described above. The reliability level computation unit 260 computes a total value ∑ so of the stored distances
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so, using the processing device 911. The reliability level computation unit 260 computes an average value sa based on
the computed total value ∑so, using the processing device. The reliability level computation unit 260 computes a total
value ∑(so-sa)2 of square of a difference between the stored distance so and the computed average value Sa, using the
processing device 911. The reliability level computation unit 260 computes the variance δ2 based on the computed total
value ∑(so-sa)2, using the processing device 911.
The reliability level computation unit 260 sets the variance δ2 computed for each approximate curve as the reliability
value of the approximate curve without alteration. Alternatively, the reliability level computation unit 260 normalizes the
computed variance δ2, and sets the normalized variance δ2 as the reliability level of the approximate curve, using the
processing device 911.
[0154] The reliability level computation unit 260 may be configured to use an error variance-covariance matrix computed
during computation of each approximate curve by the approximate curve computation unit 240 for reliability level com-
putation.
[0155] The approximate curve computation unit 240 may be configured to discard the approximate curve having a
low reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit 260. The approximate curve computation unit 240
obtains the reliability level of each of the approximate curves being tracked that has been computed by the reliability
level computation unit 260, using the processing device 911, for example. The approximate curve computation unit 240
compares the obtained reliability level with a predetermined threshold value, using the processing device 911. When
the reliability level is lower than the threshold value, the approximate curve computation unit 240 stops approximate
curve tracking, using the processing device 911. Alternatively, the approximate curve computation unit 240 may be
configured to reinitialize the coefficients χo or χ∞ of the approximate curve, using the coefficients of a different one of
the approximate curves being tracked.
[0156] The approximate curve selection unit 270 selects the approximate curve to be adopted, from among the ap-
proximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240, based on the reliability level computed by
the reliability level computation unit 260. Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve selection unit 270
determines the approximate curve having a highest reliability level from among the approximate curves computed by
the approximate curve computation unit 240, and adopts the determined approximate curve. The approximate curve
selection unit 270 outputs coefficients of the adopted approximate curve, using the processing device 911.
When there are a plurality of the approximate curves each having the reliability level higher than the predetermined
threshold value, the approximate curve selection unit 270 may be configured to adopt the plurality of the approximate
curves each having the reliability level higher than the predetermined threshold value rather than to adopt only one of
the approximate curves having the reliability level that is the highest. Alternatively, the approximate curve selection unit
270 may be configured to weight coefficients of each approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation
unit 240 by the reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit 260, average the weighted coefficients
of the approximate curves, and then adopt the approximate curve having the averaged coefficients.
[0157] Fig. 33 is a flowchart diagram showing an example of a flow of a road configuration estimation process S500
in this embodiment.
In addition to the observation result acquisition step S510, the still determination step S520, and the object correlation
step S530 described in the fourth embodiment, the road configuration estimation process S500 includes an initial value
computation step S561, a new curve determination step S562, an approximate curve transition step S563, an approximate
curve correlation step S564, an approximate curve updating step S565, a reliability level computation step S566, a
discard determination step S567, an approximate curve discard step S568, and an approximate curve output step S569.
[0158] When the peripheral object observation device 811 determines that there is peripheral object observation data
with which the relative position of a stationary object newly observed by the peripheral object observation device 811
can be correlated in the object correlation step S530, the object correlation unit 230 proceeds to the initial value com-
putation step S561.
When the peripheral object observation device 811 determines that there is no peripheral object observation data with
which the relative position of the stationary object can be correlated, the object correlation unit 230 proceeds to the
approximate curve transition step S563, using the processing device 911.
[0159] In the initial value computation step S561, the initial value computation unit 250 estimates the moving amount
and turn angle of the moving object, based on the relative position correlated by the object correlation unit 230 in the
object correlation step S530, using the processing device 911. The initial value computation unit 250 computes initial
values of approximate curve coefficients, based on the estimated moving amount and the estimated turn angle of the
moving object and the relative position stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211 in the observation result
acquisition step S510, using the processing device 911.
[0160] In the new curve determination step S562, the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines whether
or not the initial values computed by the initial value computation unit 250 in the initial value computation step S561
belong to one of approximate curves being tracked, using the processing device 911. When there is the initial value
determined not to belong to any of the approximate curves being tracked, the approximate curve computation unit 240
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generates a new approximate curve and performs initialization using the initial values, using the processing device 911.
[0161] In the approximate curve transition step S563, the approximate curve computation unit 240 performs the time
transition process for all the approximate curves being tracked, based on a difference between an observation time at
which the time transition process has been performed at an immediately preceding time and an observation time at
which the peripheral object observation device 811 has newly observed the stationary object, using the processing
device 911. The reliability level computation unit 260 performs the time transition process about all of the stored distances
so, using the processing device 911.
[0162] In the approximate curve correlation step 564, the approximate curve computation unit 240 determines one of
the approximate curves being tracked which can be correlated with the relative position of the stationary object newly
observed by the peripheral object observation device 811, using the processing device 911.
When there is the approximate curve which can be correlated with the relative position, the approximate curve computation
unit 240 proceeds to the approximate curve updating step S565, using the processing device 911.
When there is no approximate curve which can be correlated with the relative position, the approximate curve computation
unit 240 proceeds to the reliability level computation step S566, using the processing device 911.
[0163] In the approximate curve updating step S565, the approximate curve computation unit 240 performs the updating
process on any approximate curve determined to be correlatable in the approximate curve correlation step S564, using
the relative position of the stationary object newly observed by the peripheral object observation device 811 and using
the processing device 911. The reliability level computation unit 260 stores the distance so about the approximate curve,
using the storage device 914.
[0164] In the reliability level computation step S566, the reliability level computation unit 260 computes the reliability
level of each of the approximate curves being tracked, based on the stored distance so, using the processing device 911.
[0165] In the discard determination step S567, the approximate curve computation unit 240 compares the reliability
level of each of the approximate curves being tracked with the predetermined threshold value, using the processing
device 911. The reliability level has been computed by the reliability level computation unit 260 in the reliability level
computation step S566.
When there is the approximate curve having the reliability level lower than the threshold value, the approximate curve
computation unit 240 proceeds to the approximate curve discard step S568, using the processing device 911.
When the reliability level of each of the approximate curves is higher than the threshold value, the approximate curve
computation unit 240 proceeds to the approximate curve output step S569, using the processing device 911.
[0166] In the approximate curve discard step S568, the approximate curve computation unit 240 discards the approx-
imate curve whose reliability level has been determined to be lower than the threshold value in the discard determination
step S567, using the processing device 911.
[0167] In the approximate curve output step S569, the approximate curve selection unit 270 selects one of the ap-
proximate curves that will be adopted, based on the reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit
260 in the reliability level computation step S566, using the processing device 911. The approximate curve selection
unit 270 outputs the adopted approximate curve, using the processing device 911.

Sixth Embodiment.

[0168] A sixth embodiment will be described using Figs. 34 to 49.
Same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first to fifth embodiments, thereby omitting
repeated description of the components.
[0169] Fig. 34 is a block diagram showing an overall configuration of a road configuration recognition apparatus 100
in this embodiment.
In addition to the functional blocks described in the first embodiment, the road configuration recognition apparatus (road
configuration estimation apparatus) 100 further includes a yaw rate sensor 125, a road curvature conversion unit 126,
a vehicle running road determination unit 180, and an estimation value selection unit (estimation value selection/inte-
gration unit) 190. A portion 100’ surrounded by a broken line corresponds to the road configuration recognition apparatus
100 in the first embodiment. The road configuration recognition apparatus 100 may be configured by replacing the portion
100’ with the road configuration recognition apparatus 100 described in one of the second to fifth embodiments.
The road configuration recognition apparatus 100 makes determination about a preceding vehicle by switching road
curvature estimation values (or approximate curve coefficients), according to the running road. One of the road curvature
estimation values is based on a yaw rate, and the other is based on a stationary object.
[0170] The road configuration recognition apparatus 100 classifies running roads into four types including "straight
roads," "roads before curves (before curved roads)," "curve roads (curved roads)," and "curve exits (curved road exits)."
Then, the road configuration recognition apparatus 100 switches the estimation values according to the type of the
running road.
[0171] Fig. 35 is a diagram showing an example of a straight road.
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On the straight road, the yaw rate is affected by a steering wobble. For this reason, the curvature estimation value based
on a stationary object is more accurate than the curvature estimation value based on the yaw rate.
[0172] Fig. 36 is a diagram showing an example of a road before a curve.
A road before a curve, as shown in Fig. 36, means a situation where a vehicle is on a straight road and a preceding
vehicle is on a curve road. Since the radar 110 may observe a stationary object in a far distance, the configuration of
the curve may be recognized. For that reason, the curvature estimation value based on the stationary object is more
accurate than that based on the yaw rate.
[0173] Fig. 37 is a diagram showing an example of a curve road.
On the curve road, a vehicle is running on the curve, so that the steering angle of the vehicle is constant. The curvature
estimation value based on a stationary object is affected by an observation error of the stationary object. Accordingly,
the curvature estimation value based on the yaw rate is more stable and more accurate than that based on a stationary
object.
[0174] Fig. 38 is a diagram showing an example of a curve exit.
A curve exit, as shown in Fig. 38, means a situation where a vehicle is on a curve road and a preceding vehicle is on a
straight road. In this case, the curvature estimation value based on a stationary object is more accurate than the curvature
estimation value based on the yaw rate, as in the case of the road before a curve.
[0175] In consideration of the above-mentioned possible situations on a running road, the road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 determines the type of the running road and switches the estimation value according to the type of the
running road.
[0176] Next, operation of the road configuration recognition apparatus 100 will be described.
[0177] The road curvature conversion unit 126 computes a curvature estimation value using the following equation,
for example:

where χyaw denotes a curvature, V denotes the speed of a vehicle, and ω denotes a yaw rate. The road curvature
conversion unit 126 uses an observation value observed by the yaw rate sensor 125, as the yaw rate ω. Alternatively,
the road curvature conversion unit 126 uses, as the yaw rate ω, an estimation value of the yaw rate resulting from
smoothing of the observation value observed by the yaw rate sensor 125, using a known smoothing filter (such as a
Kalman filter or an a filter). The road curvature conversion unit 126 computes the curvature χyaw by computing a quotient
resulting from division of the yaw rate ω by the speed of the vehicle observed by the vehicle speed sensor 120.
[0178] The vehicle running road determination unit 180 determines the type of a road on which the vehicle is running,
using the yaw rate ω and the estimation value of approximate curve coefficients obtained from the approximate curve
selection unit 170 in the road configuration recognition apparatus 100. The vehicle running road determination unit 180
determines the state of the running road more accurately, using a state transition model, for example.
[0179] Fig 39 is a state transition diagram showing an example of the state transition model for the running road of
the vehicle in this embodiment.
An initial state (an initial value) is a straight road (state 0). When a predetermined condition (hereinafter referred to as
a "road-before-curve judgment condition") is satisfied on the straight road (state 0), a state transition is made from the
straight road (state 0) to the road before a curve (state 1).
When a predetermined condition (hereinafter referred to as a curve-road judgment condition") is satisfied on the road
before the curve (state 1), a state transition is made to the curve road (state 2). When another predetermined condition
(hereinafter referred to as a "short-curve judgment condition") is satisfied on the curve road, a state transition is made
to a curve exit (state 3).
When a predetermined condition (hereinafter referred to as a "curve-exit judgment condition") is satisfied on the curve
road (state 2), a state transition is made to the curve exit (state 3).
When a predetermined condition (hereinafter referred to as a curve-end judgment condition") is satisfied on the curve
exit (state 3), a state transition is made to the straight road (state 0). When another predetermined condition (hereinafter
referred to as a "consecutive-curve judgment condition") is satisfied, a state transition is made to the road before a curve
(state 1).
[0180] Fig. 40 is a diagram for explaining an example of the road-before-curve judgment condition in this embodiment.
When a quadratic curve represented by Equation (1) described in the first embodiment is used as the approximate curve
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of a road configuration computed from a stationary object, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 uses it as the
road-before-curve judgment condition, for example, that the coefficient (inclination) a of the approximate curve computed
from the stationary object is equal to or larger than a certain threshold.
[0181] Fig. 41 is a flow diagram for determination of the state transition from the straight road (state 0) to the road
before a curve (state 1) in this embodiment.
The vehicle running road determination unit 180 determines whether or not the road-before-curve judgment condition
is satisfied, based on the approximate curve of the road computed by the road approximate curve main computation
unit 160. The vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the absolute value of the coefficient a of the ap-
proximate curve of the road computed by the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 with a threshold Tha.
When the absolute value of the coefficient a is larger than the threshold Tha, the vehicle running road determination unit
180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the road before the curve (state 1).
[0182] Alternatively, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 may be configured to use it as the road-before-
curve judgment condition, that a position Xref is larger than a predetermined threshold. The position Xref is a position in
a vehicle axle direction of a point on the road approximate curve. The point is a reference distance Yref from the vehicle
in a vehicle running direction. When the position Xref is larger than the predetermined threshold, the vehicle running road
determination unit 180 determines that the road-before-curve judgment condition is satisfied. In this case, the vehicle
running direction is set to a Y axis. Then, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 computes the value of the
position Xref in the vehicle axle direction separated by the reference distance Yref, using the inclination a computed by
the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 and Equation (1). The vehicle running road determination unit
180 then compares the computed value of the position Xref with the threshold. The vehicle running road determination
unit 180 uses zero instead of the value computed by the road approximate curve main computation unit 160, as the X-
intercept b, to compute the position Xref in the vehicle axle direction. The vehicle running road determination unit 180
computes the position Xref in the vehicle axle direction, using the following equation: 

[0183] Fig. 42 is a flow diagram for determination of the state transition from the road before a curve (state 1) to the
curve road (state 2) and to the curve exit (state 3) in this embodiment.
[0184] The vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the absolute value of the yaw rate ω with a prede-
termined threshold Thω.
When the absolute value of the yaw rate ω is equal to or larger than the threshold Thω, the vehicle running road
determination unit 180 computes a yaw rate change rate dω, based on the most recent yaw rate and a yaw rate in the
past before N-time sampling, for example. The vehicle running road determination unit 180 computes the yaw rate
change rate dω, using the following equation: 

where ωt denotes a yaw rate at a time t, and ωt - N·∆T denotes a yaw rate at a time (t - N·∆T). ∆T denotes a sampling interval.
[0185] The vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the absolute value of the computed yaw rate change
rate dω with a predetermined threshold Thdω.
When the absolute value of the yaw rate change rate dω is equal to or less than the predetermined threshold Thdω, the
vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the curve road (state 2).
When the absolute value of the yaw rate change rate dω is larger than the predetermined threshold Thdω, the vehicle
running road determination unit 180 compares the sign of the yaw rate ω with the sign of the yaw rate change rate dω.
When the sign of the yaw rate ω and the sign of the yaw rate change rate dω are different, the vehicle running road
determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the curve exit (state 3).
[0186] Fig. 43 is a diagram explaining the curve-road judgment condition based on the yaw rate.
On a curve road, as shown in Fig. 43, the yaw rate converges to a steady-state value. The vehicle running road deter-
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mination unit 180 uses it as the curve-road judgment condition, for example, that the absolute value of the yaw rate ω
is equal to or larger than the threshold Thω and the absolute value of the yaw rate change rate dω is equal to or smaller
than the threshold Thdω on the road before the curve (state 1). When the curve-road judgment condition is satisfied, the
vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the curve road (state 2).
[0187] Fig. 44 is a diagram explaining the short-curve judgment condition based on the yaw rate.
When the absolute value of the yaw rate ω is equal to or larger than the threshold Thω and the absolute value of the
yaw rate change rate dω is equal to or larger than the threshold Thdω, a curve road may be short, and a vehicle may
have entered a curve exit, as shown in Fig. 44. The vehicle running road determination unit 180 uses it as the short-
curve judgment condition, for example, that a changing direction of the yaw rate is opposite to a bending direction of the
curve on the road before the curve (state 1). When the short-curve judgment condition is satisfied, the vehicle running
road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the curve exit (state 3).
[0188] Fig. 45 is a flow diagram for determination of the state transition from the curve road (state 2) to the curve exit
(state 3) in this embodiment.
The vehicle running road determination unit 180 computes a change rate da of the approximate curve coefficient (incli-
nation) a based on an estimation value at of the approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a at a most recent time and
an estimation value at-N·∆T of the approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a in the past before N-time sampling, for
example, by using the following expression. 

where ∆T denotes a sampling interval.
The vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the absolute value of the computed change rate da with a
predetermined threshold Thda. When the absolute value of the change rate da is equal to or larger than the threshold
Thda, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the sign of the approximate curve coefficient a with the
sign of the change rate da. When the sign of the approximate curve coefficient a and the sign of the change rate da are
different, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the curve
exit (state 3).
[0189] Fig. 46 is a diagram explaining the curve-exit judgment condition based on the road approximate curve.
As shown in Fig. 46, the approximate curve changes to a straight line at a curve exit. The vehicle running road deter-
mination unit 180 uses it as the curve-exit judgment condition, for example, that the absolute value of the change rate
da of the approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a is equal to or larger than the threshold Thda and the sign of the
approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a is opposite to the sign of the change rate da on the curve road (state 2).
When the curve-exit judgment condition is satisfied, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions the state
of the vehicle running road to the curve exit (state 3).
[0190] Fig. 47 is a flow diagram for determination of the state transition from the curve exit (state 3) to the straight
road (state 0) and to the road before a curve (state 1) in this embodiment.
The vehicle running road determination unit 180 compares the absolute value of the approximate curve coefficient a
computed by the road approximate curve main computation unit 160 with the threshold Tha, for example.
When the absolute value of the approximate curve coefficient a is equal to or less than the threshold Tha, the vehicle
running road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the straight road (state 0).
When the absolute value of the approximate curve coefficient a exceeds the threshold Tha, the vehicle running road
determination unit 180 computes the change rate da of the coefficient a. The vehicle running road determination unit
180 compares the absolute value of the computed change rate da with the threshold Thda.
When the absolute value of the change rate da is equal to or larger than the threshold Thda, the vehicle running road
determination unit 180 compares the sign of the coefficient a with the sign of the change rate da. When the sign of the
coefficient a is the same as the sign of the change rate da, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions
the state of the vehicle running road to the road before a curve (state 1).
[0191] Fig. 48 is a diagram explaining the curve-end judgment condition based on the road approximate curve.
As shown in Fig. 48, the absolute value of the approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a is equal to or less than the
threshold Tha on a straight road. The vehicle running road determination unit 180 uses it as the curve-end judgment
condition, for example, that the absolute value of the approximate curve coefficient a is equal to or less than the threshold
Tha at the curve exit (state 3). When the curve-end judgment condition is satisfied, the vehicle running road determination
unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running road to the straight road (state 0).
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[0192] Fig. 49 is a diagram explaining the consecutive-curve judgment condition based on the road approximate curve.
When curves are successive, as shown in Fig. 49, there may be no time for the absolute value of the approximate curve
coefficient (inclination) a to be equal to or less than the threshold Tha, because of lack of a straight road. The vehicle
running road determination unit 180 uses it as the consecutive-curve judgment condition, for example, that the change
rate da of the approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a is equal to or larger than the threshold and the sign of the
approximate curve coefficient (inclination) a is the same as the sign of the change rate da. When the consecutive-curve
judgment condition is satisfied, the vehicle running road determination unit 180 transitions the state of the vehicle running
road to the road before a curve (state 1).
[0193] The vehicle running road determination unit 180 may be configured to transition the state of the vehicle running
road when the condition has been satisfied M times or more of N determinations, instead of transitioning the state of the
vehicle running road when the condition has been satisfied in one-time determination. With this arrangement, an error
in the state transition may be reduced.
[0194] The estimation value selection unit 190 (estimation value selection/integration unit) outputs a curvature esti-
mation value χfix based on a stationary object when the state of the vehicle running road is the straight road (state 0),
the road before a curve (state 1), or the curve exit (state 3). When the state of the vehicle running road is the curve road
(state 2), the estimation value selection unit 190 outputs a curvature estimation value χyaw based on the yaw rate.
[0195] Alternatively, the estimation value selection unit 190 may be configured to change weighting according to the
state of the vehicle running road, and to integrate the curvature estimation value χfix based on the stationary object and
the curvature estimation value χyaw based on the yaw rate. The following is an example of it. The estimation value
selection unit 190 computes the integrated curvature estimation value x, using the following equations: 

where λyaw and λfix denote weights set by the estimation value selection unit 190 based on the state of the vehicle
running road. χfix denotes the curvature of the vehicle running road computed from the road approximate curve selected
by the approximate curve selection unit 170. The estimation value selection unit 190 computes the curvature estimation
value χfix using the following approximate expression: 

where y’ denotes a value set in advance, as a Y coordinate position for determining the curvature on the road approximate
curve.
[0196] When the state of the vehicle running road is "0" (which denotes the straight road), the estimation value selection
unit 190 sets each of the weights λyaw and λfix to 0.5, thereby computing the curvature estimation value x. When the
state of the vehicle running road is "1" (which denotes the road before a curve) or "3" (which denotes the curve exit),
the estimation value selection unit 190 respectively sets the weights λyaw and λfix to 0.1 and 0.9, thereby computing the
curvature estimation value χ. When the state of the vehicle running road is "2" (which denotes the curve road), the
estimation value selection unit 190 respectively sets the weights λyaw and λfix to 0.9 and 0.1, thereby computing the
curvature estimation value x.
[0197] Alternatively, the estimation value selection unit 190 may be configured to output a road approximate curve
instead of the curvature estimation value. The following is an example of it. When the state of the vehicle running road
is the straight road (state 0), road before a curve (state 1), or curve exit (state 3), the estimation value selection unit 190
outputs the road approximate curve selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170. When the state of the vehicle
running road is the curve road (state 2), the estimation value selection unit 190 computes a curve with a constant
curvature, based on the curvature estimation value χyaw using the yaw rate, for output as the road approximate curve.
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To take an example, the estimation value selection unit 190 outputs one of curves expressed by the following equations: 

where χyaw denotes a curvature computed by the road curvature conversion unit 126, based on the yaw rate ω measured
by the yaw rate sensor 125. b denotes the coefficient (x-intercept) b of the road approximate curve selected by the
approximate curve selection unit 170.
[0198]  The estimation value selection unit 190 may be configured to output a quadratic curve expressed by the
following equation, which approximates the equations above by a Taylor expansion, for output as the road approximate
curve: 

where y’ is a value set in advance as a Y coordinate position for determining the curvature on the road approximate curve.
It can be seen that the form of the expression for the road approximate curve output by the estimation value selection
unit 190 is the same, irrespective of the state of the vehicle running road. Only coefficient values of the road approximate
curve differ. Accordingly, with this arrangement, processing in a subsequent stage such as determination about a pre-
ceding vehicle is facilitated.
[0199] Alternatively, the estimation value selection unit 190 may be configured to compute a curve obtained by weighted
integration of the road approximate curve selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170 and the road approximate
curve based on the curvature estimation value χyaw using the yaw rate, for output as the road approximate curve. The
following is an example of it. The estimation value selection unit 190 outputs a curve expressed by the following equation,
as the road approximate curve:
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where χyaw and λfix denote weights set by the estimation value selection unit 190 based on the state of the vehicle
running road. a and b denote coefficients of the road approximate curve selected by the approximate curve selection
unit 170.
[0200] The road configuration estimation apparatus (road configuration recognition apparatus 100) includes the road
curvature conversion unit (126), the vehicle running road determination unit (180), and the estimation value selection/
integration unit (estimation value selection unit 190).
The road curvature conversion unit (126) converts a yaw rate to a road curvature.
The vehicle running road determination unit (180) makes determination about a vehicle running road, based on the yaw
rate and the approximate curve coefficients.
The estimation value selection/integration unit (190) selects a curvature estimation value according to a result of the
determination about the vehicle running road.
[0201] The estimation value selection/integration unit (190) performs weighted integration of curvature estimation
values according to the result of the determination about the vehicle running road.
[0202] The vehicle running road determination unit (180) makes a state transition when each state transition judgment
expression is satisfied M times among N times of determinations based on the state transition of the vehicle running
road, and determines the state of the vehicle running road.
[0203] According to the road configuration estimation apparatus in this embodiment, by determining the type of the
vehicle running road, selection of a suitable estimation value or weighted integration of suitable estimation values is
performed according to the running road. More accurate determination about a preceding vehicle may be therefore made.

Seventh Embodiment.

[0204] A seventh embodiment will be described using Figs. 50 to 52.
Same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first to sixth embodiments, thereby
omitting repeated description of the components.
[0205] Fig. 50 is a block diagram showing an example of a portion of a configuration of a road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 in this embodiment.
In addition to the functional blocks described in the first embodiment, the road configuration recognition apparatus (road
configuration estimation apparatus) 100 includes an ahead vehicle tracking unit 135. The road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 may be configured by adding the ahead vehicle tracking unit 135 to the road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 described in one of the second to sixth embodiments, instead of the road configuration recognition
apparatus 100 described in the first embodiment.
[0206] Fig. 51 is a diagram explaining an example of a system of road approximate curve correctness determination.
When road approximate curves (estimation curves) cross each other as shown in Fig. 51, the road approximate curves
become contenders for an observation value. Accuracy of the road approximate curves may thereby deteriorate. The
observation value that should have been assigned to a certain approximate curve may be used by another approximate
curve. An erroneous road approximate curve may be thereby computed, and may be finally output. This may cause
erroneous determination about a preceding vehicle.
[0207] The road configuration recognition apparatus 100 corrects the erroneous approximate curve based on a posi-
tional relationship between a vehicle ahead and the approximate curve. When the vehicle ahead is present outside the
left edge of the road as in this Fig. 51, for example, the road configuration recognition apparatus 100 determines that
the estimation value of the approximate curve of the left edge of the road is erroneous and corrects the estimation value.
[0208]  Next, operation will be described.
[0209] The ahead vehicle tracking unit 135 tracks an ahead vehicle running ahead of the vehicle, based on observation
values of the position, the relative speed and the like of an object observed by the radar 110. The ahead vehicle tracking
unit 135 outputs the tracked trail of the vehicle ahead. When there are a plurality of vehicles ahead, the ahead vehicle
tracking unit 135 tracks each of the vehicles ahead, and outputs trails respectively corresponding to the vehicles ahead.
[0210] When approximate curves of the right and left edges of the road cross at a location of a predetermined distance
in the running direction of the vehicle and a certain one of approximate curves computed by the road approximate curve
main computation unit 160 is located inside the position of the ahead vehicle, the correction unit 174 of the approximate
curve selection unit 170 initializes the certain approximate curve.
[0211] To take an example, the correction unit 174 computes a position X in a vehicle axle direction of a point on each
road approximate curve. The point on each road approximate curve is a predetermined distance YD from the vehicle in
the vehicle running direction, Y-axis. When the road approximate curve selected by the selection unit 173 is a curve
expressed by Equation (1), the correction unit 174 computes the position X, using the following equation:
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where a and b are coefficients of each road approximate curve selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170.
[0212] The correction unit 174 computes the position X for each road approximate curve selected by the approximate
curve selection unit 170. When the approximate curve selection unit 170 selects two road approximate curves, one of
which approximates the right edge of a road and the other approximates the left edge of the road, for example, the
correction unit 174 computes the position X for the approximate curve of the left edge of the road (hereinafter referred
to as a position "XcuvL") and computes the position Xfor the approximate curve of the right edge of the road (hereinafter
referred to as a position "XcuvR").
[0213] Based on the computed positions X of a plurality of road approximate curves, the correction unit 174 determines
whether or not two of the road approximate curves cross each other. To take an example, the correction unit 174
determines whether or not the following relational expression is satisfied, based on the position XcuvL computed for the
approximate curve of the left edge of the road and the position XcuvR computed for the approximate curve of the right
edge of the road. When the following relational expression is satisfied, the correction unit 174 determines that the road
approximate curves mutually cross.

[0214] When there are three or more road approximate curves selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170,
the correction unit 174 computes the positions X respectively for the road approximate curves selected by the approximate
curve selection unit 170 in the ascending order of the magnitude of the coefficient b (x-intercept). When the position X
computed for a certain one of the road approximate curves is smaller than or equal to the position X computed for the
road approximate curve having the smaller coefficient b than that of the certain one of the road approximate curves, the
correction unit 174 determines that the two road approximate curves cross each other.
[0215] When the correction unit 174 determines that the two road approximate curves cross each other, the correction
unit 174 determines whether or not a relationship between the position of a vehicle ahead and the road approximate
curves is normal, based on each tracked trail output by the ahead vehicle tracking unit 135. The correction unit 174, for
example, computes a position X in the vehicle axle direction of a point on each road approximate curve, for each tracked
trail, based on a relative position Ytrk in the vehicle running direction of a vehicle ahead corresponding to the tracked
trail. The point is a distance Ytrk from the vehicle in the vehicle running direction. When the road approximate curve
selected by the selection unit 173 is a curve indicated by Equation (1), for example, the correction unit 174 computes
the position X, using the following expression: 

where a and b are coefficients of each road approximate curve selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170.
[0216] Assume that the correction unit 174 determines that the approximate curve of the left edge of a road and the
approximate curve of the right edge of the road cross each other, for example. Then, for each tracked trail, the correction
unit 174 computes the position X (hereinafter referred to as "XcuvL,i", and i indicating the number for the tracked trail) for
the approximate curve of the left edge of the road, and computes the position X (hereinafter referred to as "XcuvR,i") for
the approximate curve of the right edge of the road.
[0217] The correction unit 174 determines whether or not each tracked trail satisfies the following relational expression,
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for example: 

where Xtrk,i denotes the position of the vehicle ahead corresponding to the tracked trail with the number i, in the vehicle
axle direction.
When the relational expression above is satisfied, the correction unit 174 determines that the relationship between the
vehicle ahead and the approximate curve of the left edge of the road is not normal, and that the approximate curve of
the left edge of the road is erroneous.
[0218] The correction unit 174 further determines whether or not each tracked trail satisfies the following relational
expression, for example: 

where Xtrk,i denotes the position of the vehicle ahead corresponding to the tracked trail with the number i, in the vehicle
axle direction.
When the relational expression above is satisfied, the correction unit 174 determines that the relationship between the
vehicle ahead and the approximate curve of the right edge of the road is not normal, and that the approximate curve of
the right edge of the road is erroneous.
[0219] When there are three or more road approximate curves selected by the approximate curve selection unit 170,
the correction unit 174 determines in which one of a plurality of sub-regions the vehicle ahead is located, for each tracked
trail, for example. The sub-regions are obtained by dividing a region in front of the vehicle by the road approximate
curves. The correction unit 174 determines the sub-region in which the vehicle ahead is located, and stores a determination
result, irrespective of whether there are the road approximate curves which cross each other.
When the correction unit 174 determines that there are the road approximate curves which cross each other, the correction
unit 174 compares the determination result about the sub-region in which the vehicle ahead is located with an immediately
preceding determination result, and determines whether or not the vehicle ahead has moved across one of the crossing
road approximate curves. When the correction unit 174 determines that the vehicle ahead has moved across a crossing
road approximate curve, the correction unit 174 determines that the road approximate curve moved across by the vehicle
ahead is erroneous.
[0220] Instead of determining whether or not road approximate curves are erroneous based on all tracked trails output
by the ahead vehicle tracking unit 135, the correction unit 174 may determine whether or not a road approximate curve
is erroneous based on a stable tracked trail alone. The correction unit 174 uses only a track that has been continuously
followed during several sampling periods. With this arrangement, the influence of a false image erroneously detected
by a multi-path wave may be excluded.
[0221] The correction unit 174 initializes the road approximate curve that has been determined to be erroneous.
[0222] The correction unit 174 selects one of road approximate curves having a highest curve quality value computed
by the curve quality computation unit 172, from among the road approximate curves selected by the selection unit 173
excluding the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous, for example. The correction unit 174 initializes
coefficients of the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous, using coefficients of the selected road approximate
curve. The correction unit 174 replaces the coefficient a of the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous by
the coefficient a of the selected road approximate curve, for example.
[0223] Alternatively, the correction unit 174 may initialize the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous,
using the tracked trail output by the ahead vehicle tracking unit 135.
[0224] Fig. 52 is a diagram explaining an example of a system of initializing a road approximate curve.
The correction unit 174 initializes the road approximate curve such that a positional relationship between the road
approximate curve determined to be erroneous and a vehicle ahead becomes normal.
[0225] To take an example, the correction unit 174 initializes the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous
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so that the road approximate curve passes through a position (Xtrk,i, Ytrk,i) of the ahead vehicle of which the relationship
with the road approximate curve has been determined not to be normal. When the road approximate curve determined
to be erroneous is a curve expressed by Equation (1), for example, the correction unit 174 computes new coefficients
of the road approximate curve using the following expressions, and initializes the coefficients of the road approximate
curve by the computed new coefficients.

where b denotes the coefficient of the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous by the correction unit 174,
and a’ and b’ denote initial values of new coefficients a and b computed by the correction unit 174.
[0226] Instead of initializing the road approximate curve such that the road approximate curve passes through the
position of the vehicle ahead, the correction unit 174 may initialize the road approximate curve such that the road
approximate curve passes through a point predetermined distance from the vehicle ahead in the vehicle axle direction.
To take an example, when the correction unit 174 determines that a road approximate curve on the right side of the
ahead vehicle is erroneous and determines that the road approximate curve on the right side of the ahead vehicle should
be located on the left side of the ahead vehicle, the correction unit 174 computes new coefficients of the road approximate
curve, using the following equations: 

where ∆X is a value set in advance as a minimum distance value between the vehicle ahead and the road approximate
curve. A right direction of the X-axis is assumed to be positive.
[0227] Conversely, when the correction unit 174 determines that a road approximate curve on the left side of the
vehicle ahead is erroneous and should be located on the right side of the vehicle ahead, the correction unit 174 computes
new coefficients of the road approximate curve, using the following equations: 

[0228] Alternatively, the correction unit 174 may discard the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous,
instead of initializing the road approximate curve determined to be erroneous.
[0229] The road configuration estimation apparatus (road configuration recognition apparatus 100) includes the ap-
proximate curve selection unit (170) and the ahead vehicle tracking unit (135).
The ahead vehicle tracking unit (135) computes a plurality of tracked trails of a vehicle ahead.
When a plurality of approximate curves cross each other with a predetermined distance, the correction unit (174) of the
approximate curve selection unit (170) determines whether or not the approximate curves are correct based on a positional
relationship between each approximate curve and the tracked trail. Then, the correction unit (174) initializes the approx-
imate curve determined to be erroneous.
[0230] When initializing the approximate curve, the correction unit (174) of the approximate curve selection unit (170)
sets approximate curve coefficients corrected using the position of the vehicle ahead.
[0231] As described above, according to the road configuration estimation apparatus (road configuration recognition
apparatus 100) in this embodiment, an erroneous approximate curve is corrected by using the positional relationship
between the vehicle ahead and the approximate curve. More accurate determination about a preceding vehicle may be
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therefore made.

Eighth Embodiment.

[0232] An eighth embodiment will be described using Fig. 53.
Same reference numerals are assigned to components common to those in the first to seventh embodiments, thereby
omitting repeated description of the components.
[0233] Fig. 53 is a system configuration diagram showing an example of an overall configuration of a road configuration
estimation system 800 in this embodiment.
The road configuration estimation system 800 is mounted on a moving object such as an automobile. The road config-
uration estimation system 800 includes the peripheral object observation device 811, the moving speed observation
device 821, an angular velocity observation device 831, and a road configuration estimation apparatus 200.
[0234] The angular velocity observation device 831 observes the angular velocity of the moving object on which the
road configuration estimation system 800 is mounted. The angular velocity observation device 831 is, for example, a
gyro sensor. The angular velocity observation device 831 outputs a signal indicating an observation result such as the
observed angular velocity of the moving object.
[0235] The road configuration estimation apparatus 200 includes, in addition the road configuration estimation appa-
ratus 200 described in the fourth embodiment, an angular velocity acquisition unit 213, a curvature computation unit
245, a curvature constant curve computation unit 246, an ahead moving object tracking unit 235, an approximate curve
crossing determination unit 255, an approximate curve initialization unit 256, and an approximate curve integration unit
275.
[0236] The angular velocity acquisition unit 231 receives the signal output by the angular velocity observation device
831, using the input device 902, thereby obtaining the result of the observation made by the angular velocity observation
device 831. Using the processing device 911, the angular velocity acquisition unit 213 determines a time at which the
angular velocity acquisition unit 231 has received the signal output by the angular velocity observation device 831 to
compute a time at which the angular velocity observation device 831 has observed the angular velocity of the moving
object. Using the storage device 914, the angular velocity acquisition unit 213 stores data indicating the observation
time at which the angular velocity observation device 831 has observed the angular velocity of the moving object and
the angular velocity of the moving object observed by the angular velocity observation device 831. The data stored by
the angular velocity acquisition device 213 is referred to as "angular velocity observation data". In the "angular velocity
observation data", the data indicating the observation time is referred to as "angular velocity observation time data",
while the data indicating the angular velocity of the moving object is referred to as "angular velocity observation value data".
[0237] Using the processing device 911, the curvature computation unit 245 computes the curvature of the trajectory
of the moving object. To take an example, using the processing device 911, the curvature computation unit 245 receives
moving speed observation data stored by the moving speed acquisition unit 212 and the angular velocity observation
data stored by the angular velocity acquisition unit 213. Using the processing device 911, the curvature computation
unit 245 obtains moving speed observation value data indicating the moving speed of the moving object observed by
the moving speed observation device 821 from the received moving speed observation data. The curvature computation
unit 245 obtains the angular velocity observation value data indicating the angular velocity of the moving object observed
by the angular velocity observation device 831 from the received angular velocity observation data, using the processing
device 911. Using the processing device 911, the curvature computation unit 245 computes the curvature of the trajectory
of the moving object, based on the moving speed of the moving object indicated by the obtained moving speed observation
value data and the angular velocity of the moving object indicated by the obtained angular velocity observation value
data. Using the processing device 911, the curvature computation unit 245 computes the curvature of the trajectory of
the moving object by computing the quotient resulting from division of the angular velocity of the moving object by the
moving speed of the moving object.
The observation time of the moving speed of the moving object may be different from the observation time of the angular
velocity of the moving object. In that case, the curvature computation unit 245 may be configured to perform a timing
adjustment process, and to compute the curvature of the trajectory of the moving object based on the moving speed
and the angular velocity of the moving object which are processed in the timing adjustment process, using the processing
device 911. Further, the curvature computation unit 245 may be configured to smooth each of the moving speed and
the angular velocity of the moving object, and to compute the curvature of the trajectory of the moving object based on
the smoothed moving speed and angular velocity, using the processing device 911.
[0238] Using the processing device 911, the curvature constant curve computation unit 246 computes an approximate
curve that approximates the configuration of a road based on an assumption that the curvature of the road is constant
(hereinafter referred to as a "curvature constant curve"). To take an example, based on an approximate curve computed
by the approximate curve computation unit 240, the curvature constant curve computation unit 246 computes a distance
between the moving object and the approximate curve in a lateral direction of the moving object, using the processing
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device 911. Then, using the processing device 911, the curvature constant curve computation unit 246 computes coor-
dinates of the center point of the trajectory of the moving object, based on the curvature of the trajectory of the moving
object computed by the curvature computation unit 245. Using the processing device 911, the curvature constant curve
computation unit 246 computes coefficients of the equation of a circle. The center of the circle has the computed
coordinates of the center point of the trajectory of the moving object as a center and the circle passes through the same
point as that on the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 in the lateral direction
of the moving object. Using the processing device 911, the curvature constant curve computation unit 246 sets the
equation of the circle having the computed coefficients to an equation expressing the curvature constant curve.
[0239] Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve integration unit 275 integrates the approximate curve
computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature
constant curve computation unit 246 to compute an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road
on which the moving object is located. To take an example, the approximate curve integration unit 275 computes a
weight for the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and a weight for the curvature
constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation unit 246, using the processing device 911, based
on the moving speed of the moving object obtained by the moving speed acquisition unit 212 and the angular velocity
of the moving object obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit 213. When a change in the angular velocity of the
moving object is small, for example, the curvature of the road on which the moving object is located is probably constant.
Then, the approximate curve integration unit 275 increases the weight for the curvature constant curve. When the moving
speed of the moving object is large, the moving object is probably moving along the configuration of the road. Then, the
approximate curve integration unit 275 increases the weight for the curvature constant curve. The approximate curve
integration unit 275 computes the right sides of the following equations, using the processing device 911, thereby
computing the weights, for example: 

where λyaw denotes the weight for the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation
unit 246. λfix denotes the weight for the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240.
V denotes the moving speed of the moving object observed by the moving speed observation device 821 and obtained
by the moving speed acquisition unit 212. ∆ω denotes an amount of change in the angular velocity of the moving object
observed by the angular velocity observation device 831 and obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit 213 in a
predetermined period of time. V0 denotes a moving speed of the moving object set in advance as a reference for
computing the weights. ∆ω0 denotes a change amount of the angular velocity of the moving object set in advance as a
reference for computing the weights.
[0240] Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve integration unit 275 integrates the approximate curve
computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature
constant curve computation unit 246, based on the computed weights, thereby computing the approximate curve of the
road on which the moving object is located.
[0241] An approximate curve selection unit may be provided in place of the approximate curve integration unit 275.
Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve selection unit adopts one of the approximate curve computed
by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant
curve computation unit 246 as the approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the
moving object is located. Assume that the moving speed of the moving object obtained by the moving speed acquisition
unit 212 is larger than a predetermined threshold, and the change amount of the angular velocity of the moving object
obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit 213 is smaller than a predetermined threshold, for example. Then, using
the processing device 911, the approximate curve selection unit adopts the curvature constant curve computed by the
curvature constant curve computation unit 246 as the approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road
on which the moving object is located. Otherwise, using the processing device 911, the approximate curve selection
unit adopts the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 as the approximate curve
that approximates the configuration of the road on which the moving object is located. In that case, the curvature constant
curve computation unit 246 may be configured to compute the curvature constant curve after the curvature constant
curve has been determined to be adopted by the approximate curve selection unit.
[0242] Using the processing device 911, the ahead moving object tracking unit 235 tracks an object observed by the
peripheral object observation device 811, which is moving ahead of the moving object in substantially a same direction
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as the moving object, based on the relative position and the relative speed of the object obtained by the relative position
acquisition unit 211. To take an example, using the processing device 911, the ahead moving object tracking unit 235
receives peripheral object observation data stored by the relative position acquisition unit 211. Then, using the processing
device 911, the ahead moving object tracking unit 235 obtains relative position observation value data and relative speed
observation value data from the received peripheral object observation data. The relative position observation value
data indicates the relative position of the object relative to the moving object observed by the peripheral object observation
device 811. The relative speed observation value data indicates the relative speed of the object relative to the moving
object observed by the peripheral object observation device 811. The ahead moving object tracking unit 235 compares
the absolute value of the relative speed indicated by the obtained relative speed observation value data with a prede-
termined threshold. When the absolute value of the relative speed is smaller than the threshold, the ahead moving object
tracking unit 235 determines that the object is moving in substantially the same direction as the moving object. The
ahead moving object tracking unit 235 tracks the object determined to be moving in substantially the same direction as
the moving object to obtain the trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to the moving object, based on the
relative position indicated by the obtained relative position observation value data.
[0243] When there are a plurality of approximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240,
the approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 determines whether or not two of the approximate curves cross
each other, using the processing device 911, To take an example, using the processing device 911, the approximate
curve crossing determination unit 255 selects two of the approximate curves computed by the approximate curve com-
putation unit 240, and computes the value of a discriminant that determines whether or not the two of the approximate
curves cross each other, based on coefficients of the selected approximate curves. Using the processing device 911,
the approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 determines whether or not the selected two approximate curves
cross each other, based on the computed value of the discriminant.
The approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 may be configured to treat two approximate curves as not
crossing each other by regarding it within a margin of error, when the two approximate curves cross each other but the
crossing point is far from the moving object. The following is an example of it. Assume that the two approximate curves
have been determined to cross each other based on the value of the discriminant. Then, the approximate curve crossing
determination unit 255 computes relative coordinates of the crossing point of the two approximate curves relative to the
moving object, using the processing device 911. Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve crossing
determination unit 255 computes the distance between the crossing point of the two approximate curves and the moving
object, using the computed relative coordinates. The approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 compares the
computed distance with a predetermined threshold, using the processing device 911. When the computed distance is
smaller than the threshold, the approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 determines that the selected two
approximate curves cross each other, using the processing device 911. Otherwise, the approximate curve crossing
determination unit 255 determines the selected two approximate curves do not cross each other, using the processing
device 911.
[0244] Using the processing device 911, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 examines whether or not each
of the approximate curves determined to cross each other by the approximate curve crossing determination unit 255 is
correct. To take an example, using the processing device 911, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 determines
whether or not each of the approximate curves determined to cross each other by the approximate curve crossing
determination unit 255 crosses the trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to the moving object that has
been computed by the ahead moving object tracking unit 235. When the approximate curve initialization unit 256 deter-
mines that one of the approximate curves determined to cross each other by the approximate curve crossing determination
unit 255 crosses the trajectory of the relative position of the object relative to the moving object that has been computed
by the ahead moving object tracking unit 235, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 determines that the approximate
curve is not correct, using the processing device 911.
[0245] The approximate curve initialization unit 256 may be configured to use another system to examine whether or
not the approximate curve is correct or not. The following is an example of it. Using the processing device 911, the
approximate curve initialization unit 256 computes a curvature for each of the approximate curves determined to cross
each other by the approximate curve crossing determination unit 255. The approximate curve initialization unit 256
computes the curvature at a point in a just lateral direction of the moving object for each of the approximate curves.
Then, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 computes the absolute value of a difference between the computed
curvature and the curvature computed by the curvature computation unit 245, using the processing device 911. Using
the processing device 911, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 compares the computed absolute value of the
curvature difference with a predetermined threshold and determines that the approximate curve is not correct when the
absolute value of the curvature difference is larger than the threshold.
[0246] When the approximate curve initialization unit 256 determines that a certain approximate curve is not correct,
the approximate curve initialization unit 256 initializes coefficients of the approximate curve determined not to be correct,
using the processing device 911.
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To take an example, using the processing device 911, the approximate curve initialization unit 256 modifies coefficient
values of the approximate curve determined not to be correct such that the approximate curve does not cross another
approximate curve computed by the approximate curve computation unit 240 and the trajectory of the relative position
of the object relative to the moving object computed by the ahead moving object tracking unit 235.
[0247] Alternatively, the approximate curve computation unit 240 may be configured to discard the approximate curve
determined not to be correct by the approximate curve initialization unit 256.
[0248] The above-mentioned configuration described in each embodiment is an example, and may be combined with
the configuration described in the different embodiment. Alternatively, a variation may be adopted in which the config-
uration of a component that is not essential is replaced by another configuration of an existing technology.
[0249] The above-mentioned road configuration estimation apparatus (200; road configuration recognition apparatus
100) includes the relative position acquisition unit (211: stationary object identification unit 130), the stationary object
determination unit (220; stationary object identification unit 130), the object correlation unit (230; road approximate curve
temporary computation unit 140), and the approximate curve computation unit (240; road approximate curve main
computation unit 160).
The relative position acquisition unit (211, 130) obtains a result of the observation by a peripheral object observation
device (811, radar 110). The peripheral object observation device repeatedly observes a relative position of an object
relative to the moving object (801). The object is located in the vicinity of the moving object (801).
The stationary object determination unit (220; 130) determines whether or not the object the relative positions of which
have been observed by the peripheral object observation device (811; 110) is still, based on the result of the observation
obtained by the relative position acquisition unit (211; 130).
The object correlation unit (230; 140) determines a plurality of relative positions of an identical object observed by the
peripheral object observation device (811, 110) from among a plurality of relative positions observed by the peripheral
object observation device (811; 110), based on the result of the observation obtained by the relative position acquisition
unit (211; 130).
The approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) computes an approximate curve that approximates a configuration
of a road on which the moving object (801) is located, based on a result of the determination by the stationary object
determination unit (220; 130) and a result of the determination by the object correlation unit (230; 140).
[0250] Since the approximate curve is computed based on the result of the determination by the stationary object
determination unit and the result of the determination by the object correlation unit, influences of erroneous detection
and erroneous determination is precluded, and reliability of the computed approximate curve may be thereby increased.
[0251] The approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) estimates a coefficient of a predetermined function repre-
senting the approximate curve, using a tracking filter. The tracking filter treats the coefficient of the function representing
the approximate curve as a state quantity, and treats the relative position of the object, which is observed by the peripheral
object observation device (811; 110) and is determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit (220, 130)
from among the results of the observations obtained by the relative position acquisition unit (211; 130) as an amount of
observation.
[0252] Since the coefficient of the function representing the approximate curve is estimated by the tracking filter, the
results of the observations at different observation times may be used for computation of the approximate curve. With
this arrangement, the number of the results of the observations used for computing the approximate curve is increased.
Reliability of the computed approximate curve may be enhanced.
[0253] When a distance between the approximate curve and the relative position observed by the peripheral object
observation device (811; 110) is shorter than a predetermined threshold, the approximate curve computation unit (240;
160) performs an updating process on the tracking filter with the relative position set to an amount of observation.
[0254] Since the relative position is correlated with the approximate curve based on the distance between the approx-
imate curve and the relative position observed by the peripheral object observation device 811, the relative position may
be used for updating the approximate curve that has been correlated with the relative position.
[0255] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200; 100) includes an initial value computation unit (250; road
approximate curve temporary computation unit 140).
The initial value computation unit (250; 140) approximates a trajectory of a plurality of the relative positions determined
by the object correlation unit (230; 140) to be the plurality of the relative positions of an identical object observed by the
peripheral object observation device (811; 110), using the predetermined function representing the approximate curve,
and computes the coefficient of the function that approximates the trajectory of the plurality of relative positions.
The approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) sets the coefficient computed by the initial value computation unit
(250; 140) to an initial value of an estimation value of the state quantity for the tracking filter.
[0256] Since the trajectory of the relative positions reflects movement of the moving object, the trajectory reflects the
configuration of the road when the moving object moves along the road. The initial value computed from the trajectory
of the relative positions may not be the coefficient of an approximate curve that precisely approximates the configuration
of the road, but has a sufficiently effective accuracy as the initial value of a tracking process. With this arrangement, the
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initial value necessary for the tracking process may be obtained by a small amount of computation.
[0257] Based on a plurality of relative positions of an identical object the number of which (the number of times of
correlation) is larger than a predetermined threshold from among the plurality of the relative positions determined by the
object correlation unit (230; 140) to be the plurality of the relative positions of the an identical object observed by the
peripheral object observation device (811; 110), the initial value computation unit (250; 140) computes a coefficient of
the function that approximates a trajectory of the plurality of the relative positions.
[0258] Since the initial value is computed based on the relative positions for which the number of times of correlation
is larger than the threshold value, accuracy of the computed initial value is increased.
[0259] Based on a plurality of relative positions of an identical object the distance between one of which and the
moving object (801) is shorter than a predetermined threshold from among the plurality of the relative positions determined
by the object correlation unit (230; 140) to be the plurality of the relative positions of an identical object observed by the
peripheral object observation device (811; 110), the initial value computation unit (250; 140) computes a coefficient of
the function that approximates a trajectory of the plurality of the relative positions.
[0260] Since the initial value is computed based on the relative position of the object of which the distance from the
moving object is smaller than the threshold value, accuracy of the computed initial value is increased.
[0261] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200; 100) includes a reliability level computation unit (260; ap-
proximate curve selection unit 170).
The reliability level computation unit (260; 170) computes the reliability level of the approximate curve computed by the
approximate curve computation unit.
The approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) discards the computed approximate curve when the reliability level
computed by the reliability level computation unit (260; 170) is lower than a predetermined threshold value.
[0262] By discarding the approximate curve having a low reliability level, reliability of the approximate curve may be
maintained.
[0263] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200; 100) includes a reliability level computation unit (260; 170)
and an approximate curve selection unit (270; 170).
The approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) computes a plurality of approximate curves.
The reliability level computation unit (240; 170) computes the reliability level of each of the plurality of approximate curves
computed by the approximate curve computation unit (240; 160).
The approximate curve selection unit (270; 170) selects one of the plurality of approximate curves for adoption, from
among the plurality of approximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit (240; 160), based on
the reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit (260; 170).
[0264] With this arrangement, the approximate curve having a high reliability level may be adopted.
[0265] The reliability level computation unit (260; 170) computes a variance of a distance between the moving object
(801) and the relative position used for computation of the approximate curve by the approximate curve computation
unit (240; 160). The reliability level computation unit (260; 170) increases the reliability level as the computed variance
increases.
[0266] When the relative positions used for computation of the approximate curve spatially spread, a change in the
approximate curve may be small, and the approximate curve may be stable. By increasing the reliability level of the
stable approximate curve, reliability of the approximate curve may be increased.
[0267] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200, 100) includes a moving speed acquisition unit (212; road
curvature conversion unit 126), an angular velocity acquisition unit (213; road curvature conversion unit 126), a curvature
computation unit (245; road curvature conversion unit 126), a curvature constant curve computation unit (246; estimation
value selection unit 190), and an approximate curve selection unit (estimation value selection unit 190).
The moving speed acquisition unit (212; 126) obtains a result of an observation by a moving speed observation device
(821; vehicle speed sensor 120) that observes a moving speed of the moving object.
The angular velocity acquisition unit (213; 126) obtains a result of an observation by an angular velocity observation
device (831; yaw rate sensor 125) that observes an angular velocity of the moving object.
The curvature computation unit (245; 126) computes a quotient resulting from division of the angular velocity of the
moving object by the moving speed of the moving object as a curvature of a trajectory of the moving object, based on
the result of the observation obtained by the moving speed acquisition unit (212; 126) and the result of the observation
obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit (213; 126).
The curvature constant curve computation unit (246; 190) computes a curvature constant curve with a constant curvature
as an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the moving object is located, based
on the curvature computed by the curvature computation unit (245; 126).
The approximate curve selection unit (190) selects one of the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve
computation unit (240; 160) and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation
unit (246; 190) and adopts the selected approximate curve as the approximate curve that approximates the configuration
of the road on which the moving object is located.
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[0268] Since an optimal approximate curve is selected according to the running state of the moving object, estimation
accuracy of the configuration of the road is improved.
[0269] The approximate curve selection unit (vehicle running road determination unit 180, estimation value selection
unit 190) determines a road configuration type of the road on which the moving object is located, from among road
configuration types that are classified into at least four types of a straight road, a road before a curved road, a curved
road, and a curved road exit, and selects the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve
computation unit (246; 190) as the approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the
moving object is located when the determined road configuration type is the curved road.
[0270] The configuration of the curved road with a constant curvature may be approximated with good accuracy by
using the curvature computed from the angular velocity of the moving object. Thus, estimation accuracy of the config-
uration of the road is improved.
[0271] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200; 100) includes a moving speed acquisition unit (212; 126),
an angular velocity acquisition unit (213; 126), a curvature computation unit (245; 126), a curvature constant curve
computation unit (246; 190), and an approximate curve integration unit (275; 190).
The moving speed acquisition unit (212; 126) obtains a result of an observation by a moving speed observation device
(821; 120) that observes a moving speed of the moving object.
The angular velocity acquisition unit (213; 126) obtains a result of an observation by an angular velocity observation
device (831; 125) that observes an angular velocity of the moving object.
The curvature computation unit (245; 126) computes a quotient resulting from division of the angular velocity of the
moving object by the moving speed of the moving object as a curvature of a trajectory of the moving object, based on
the result of the observation obtained by the moving speed acquisition unit (212; 126) and the result of the observation
obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit (213; 126).
The curvature constant curve computation unit (246; 190) computes a curvature constant curve with a constant curvature
as an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the moving object is located, based
on the curvature computed by the curvature computation unit (245; 126).
The approximate curve integration unit (275; 190) computes a weight of the approximate curve computed by the ap-
proximate curve computation unit (240; 160) and a weight of the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature
constant curve computation unit (246; 190), and integrates the approximate curve computed by the approximate curve
computation unit (240; 160) and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation
unit (246; 190), based on the computed weights, to compute an approximate curve that approximates the configuration
of the road on which the moving object is located.
[0272] Weighting is changed according to the running state of the moving object, and two types of the curves are
integrated. Accordingly, estimation accuracy of the configuration of the road is improved.
[0273] The approximate curve integration unit (275; 180, 190) determines a road configuration type of the road on
which the moving object is located, from among road configuration types that are classified into at least four types of a
straight road, a road before a curved road, a curved road, and a curved road exit, and increases the weight of the
curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation unit (246; 190) when the determined
road configuration type is the curved road.
[0274]  The configuration of the curved road with a constant curvature may be approximated with good accuracy by
the curvature computed from the angular velocity of the moving object. Thus, estimation accuracy of the configuration
of the road is improved.
[0275] The road configuration estimation apparatus (200; 100) includes an ahead moving object tracking unit (235;
ahead vehicle tracking unit 135), an approximate curve crossing determination unit (255; correction unit 174), and an
approximate curve initialization unit (256; correction unit 174).
The ahead moving object tracking unit (235; 135) tracks an object moving ahead of the moving object in substantially
a same direction as the moving object, based on the result of the observation obtained by the relative position acquisition
unit (211; 135).
When the approximate curve computation unit (240; 160) computes a plurality of approximate curves, the approximate
curve crossing determination unit (255; 174) determines whether or not two of the plurality of approximate curves mutually
cross.
When the approximate curve crossing determination unit (255; 174) determines that at least two of the approximate
curves mutually cross, the approximate curve initialization unit (256; 174) determines whether or not each of the ap-
proximate curves determined to mutually cross by the approximate curve crossing determination unit (255; 174) is
correct, based on a positional relationship between the object tracked by the ahead moving object tracking unit (235;
135) and each of the approximate curves, and initializes the approximate curve determined not to be correct.
[0276] When the approximate curves mutually cross, one of the crossing approximate curves is probably erroneous.
The object moving ahead of the moving object in substantially the same direction as the moving object is probably
moving along the configuration of the road. Thus, it may be determined which one of the approximate curves is not
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correct, based on the positional relationship between the object and each approximate curve. In this manner, the ap-
proximate curve that is not correct is determined and initialized. Estimation accuracy of the configuration of the road is
therefore improved.
[0277] The road configuration recognition apparatus (100, 200) described above may be implemented by a computer
program, by execution of which by a computer, the computer is functioned as the road configuration estimation apparatus.

Claims

1. A road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) comprising:

a relative position acquisition unit (130; 211), for obtaining a result of an observation by the peripheral object
observation device that repeatedly observes an object located in the vicinity of a moving object to measure a
relative position of the object relative to the moving object;
a stationary object determination unit (130; 220), for determining whether or not the object observed by the
peripheral object observation device is still, based on the result of the observation obtained by the relative
position acquisition unit;
an object correlation unit (140; 230), for determining a set of relative positions measured by observing an
identical object by the peripheral object observation device, from among a plurality of the relative positions
measured by the peripheral object observation device, based on a plurality of the results of the observations
obtained by the relative position acquisition unit; and
an approximate curve computation unit (160; 240), for computing an approximate curve that approximates a
configuration of a road on which the moving object is located, based on a result of the determination by the
stationary object determination unit and a result of the determination by the object correlation unit.

2. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 1, wherein
the approximate curve computation unit (160; 240) estimates a coefficient of a predetermined function representing
the approximate curve, using a tracking filter that treats the coefficient of the function representing the approximate
curve as a state, and treats the relative position measured by the peripheral object observation device by observing
an object determined to be still by the stationary object determination unit from among the result of the observation
obtained by the relative position acquisition unit as a measurement.

3. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 2, wherein
when a distance between the approximate curve and the relative position measured by the peripheral object obser-
vation device is shorter than a predetermined threshold value, the approximate curve computation unit (160; 240)
performs an updating process of the tracking filter, using the relative position as the measurement.

4. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 2 or claim 3, further comprising:

an initial value computation unit (140; 250), for approximating a trajectory of a plurality of the relative positions
belonging to the set determined by the object correlation unit to be the relative positions measured by observing
an identical object by the peripheral object observation device, using the predetermined function representing
the approximate curve, and for computing the coefficient of the function that approximates the trajectory of the
plurality of the relative positions; and wherein
the approximate curve computation unit (160; 240) sets the coefficient computed by the initial value computation
unit to an initial value of an estimation value of the state for the tracking filter.

5. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 4, wherein
the initial value computation unit (140; 250) computes a coefficient of the function that approximates a trajectory of
a plurality of the relative positions, based on the plurality of the relative positions belonging to the set determined
by the object correlation unit to be the relative positions measured by observing an identical object by the peripheral
object observation device, the number of the relative positions belonging the set being larger than a predetermined
threshold value.

6. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 4 or claim 5, wherein
the initial value computation unit (140; 250) computes a coefficient of the function that approximates a trajectory of
a plurality of the relative positions, based on the plurality of the relative positions belonging to the set determined
by the object correlation unit to be the relative positions measured by observing an identical object by the peripheral
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object observation device, a distance between at least one relative position belonging to the set and the moving
object being shorter than a predetermined value.

7. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to any one of claims 1 to 6, further comprising:

a reliability level computation unit (170; 260), for computing a reliability level of the approximate curve computed
by the approximate curve computation unit; and wherein
the approximate curve computation unit (160; 240) discards the computed approximate curve when the reliability
level computed by the reliability level computation unit is lower than a predetermined threshold value.

8. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to any one of claims 1 to 6, wherein
the approximate curve computation unit (160; 240) computes a plurality of approximate curves; and
the road configuration estimation apparatus further comprises:

a reliability level computation unit (170; 260), for computing a reliability level of each of the plurality of approximate
curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit; and
an approximate curve selection unit (170; 270), for selecting one of the plurality of approximate curves for
adoption, from among the plurality of approximate curves computed by the approximate curve computation unit,
based on the reliability level computed by the reliability level computation unit.

9. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 7 or claim 8, wherein
the reliability level computation unit (170; 260) computes a dispersion of distances between the moving object and
each of the relative positions used for computation of the approximate curve by the approximate curve computation
unit, and increases the reliability level as the computed dispersion increases.

10. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to any one of claims 1 to 9, further comprising:

a moving speed acquisition unit (126; 212), for obtaining a result of an observation by a moving speed observation
device (120; 821) that observes a moving speed of the moving object;
an angular velocity acquisition unit (126; 213), for obtaining a result of an observation by an angular velocity
observation device (125; 831) that observes an angular velocity of the moving object;
a curvature computation unit (126; 245), for computing a quotient resulting from division of the angular velocity
of the moving object by the moving speed of the moving object as a curvature of a trajectory of the moving
object, based on the result of the observation obtained by the moving speed acquisition unit and the result of
the observation obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit;
a curvature constant curve computation unit (190; 246), for computing a curvature constant curve with a constant
curvature as an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the moving object
is located, based on the curvature computed by the curvature computation unit; and
an approximate curve selection unit (190), for selecting one of the approximate curve computed by the approx-
imate curve computation unit and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve
computation unit and for adopting the selected approximate curve as the approximate curve that approximates
the configuration of the road on which the moving object is located.

11. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 10, wherein
the approximate curve selection unit (190) determines a road configuration type of the road on which the moving
object is located, from among road configuration types that are classified into at least four types of a straight road,
a road before a curved road, a curved road, and a curved road exit, and selects the curvature constant curve
computed by the curvature constant curve computation unit as the approximate curve that approximates the con-
figuration of the road on which the moving object is located when the determined road configuration type is the
curved road.

12. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to any one of claims 1 to 9, further comprising:

a moving speed acquisition unit (126; 212), for obtaining a result of an observation by a moving speed observation
device (120; 821) that observes a moving speed of the moving object;
an angular velocity acquisition unit (126; 213), for obtaining a result of an observation by an angular velocity
observation device (125; 831) that observes an angular velocity of the moving object;
a curvature computation unit (126; 245), for computing a quotient resulting from division of the angular velocity
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of the moving object by the moving speed of the moving object as a curvature of a trajectory of the moving
object, based on the result of the observation obtained by the moving speed acquisition unit and the result of
the observation obtained by the angular velocity acquisition unit;
a curvature constant curve computation unit (190; 246), for computing a curvature constant curve with a constant
curvature as an approximate curve that approximates the configuration of the road on which the moving object
is located, based on the curvature computed by the curvature computation unit; and
an approximate curve integration unit (190; 275), for computing a weight for the approximate curve computed
by the approximate curve computation unit and a weight for the curvature constant curve computed by the
curvature constant curve computation unit, and for integrating the approximate curve computed by the approx-
imate curve computation unit and the curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve
computation unit, based on the computed weights, to compute an approximate curve that approximates the
configuration of the road on which the moving object is located.

13. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to claim 12, wherein
the approximate curve integration unit (180, 190; 275) determines a road configuration type of the road on which
the moving object is located, from among road configuration types that are classified into at least four types of a
straight road, a road before a curved road, a curved road, and a curved road exit, and increases the weight of the
curvature constant curve computed by the curvature constant curve computation unit when the determined road
configuration type is the curved road.

14. The road configuration estimation apparatus (100; 200) according to any one of claims 1 to 13, further comprising:

an ahead moving object tracking unit (135; 235), for tracking an object moving ahead of the moving object in
substantially a same direction as the moving object, based on the result of the observation obtained by the
relative position acquisition unit;
an approximate curve crossing determination unit (174; 255), for determining, when the approximate curve
computation unit computes a plurality of approximate curves, whether or not at least two of the plurality of
approximate curves mutually cross; and
an approximate curve initialization unit (174; 256), for determining, when the approximate curve crossing de-
termination unit determines that two of the plurality of approximate curves mutually cross, whether or not each
of the approximate curves determined to mutually cross by the approximate curve crossing determination unit
is correct, based on a positional relationship between the object tracked by the ahead moving object tracking
unit and each of the approximate curves, and for initializing the approximate curve determined not to be correct.

15. A computer program, for causing a computer that executes the computer program to be functioned as the road
configuration estimation apparatus according to any one of claims 1 to 14.

16. A road configuration estimation method of estimating a configuration of a road on which a moving object is located,
the method comprising:

obtaining a result of an observation by a peripheral object observation device that repeatedly observes an object
located in the vicinity of a moving object to measure a relative position of the object relative to the moving object;
determining whether or not the object observed by the peripheral object observation device is still, based on
the obtained result of the observation;
determining a set of a plurality of relative positions measured by observing an identical object by the peripheral
object observation device, from among the relative positions measured by the peripheral object observation
device, based on the obtained result of the observation; and
computing an approximate curve that approximates a configuration of a road on which the moving object is
located, based on a result of the determination of stillness of the object and a result of the determination of the
set of the relative positions.
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